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BY SANDY COLEMAN, EDITOR
BETWEEN THE LINES

The starting line
I’m a list maker. I love seeing life laid out 
so clearly and enumerated. Social media 
has fueled that interest in such an enter-
taining way. You name it, there’s a list 
for it shared via Facebook or Twitter.

I found this one, “10 Life Lessons I 
Learned From Running” by Suzanne 
Kvilhaug, this summer. The timing was per-
fect. I was on week five of my 26-week 10K 
training app, just far enough into it when 
things were getting tough and I was rethink-
ing my commitment. (I am, after all, the 
girl who only joined the high school cross 
country team to get the cute team sweater 
and then dropped the sport like a bad habit.)

Kvilhaug’s list addresses challenges 
that runners face, but I think it also of-
fers great lessons for our new gradu-
ates, who are celebrated in this issue 
on page 4, as well as guidance for 
our incoming first-year students: 

1. Beginning is always the hardest part. Push 
yourself to keep going. It gets easier. 

2. Consistency creates habits, and habits 
create the results you want to achieve. 

3. If you want to get better, pain is un-
avoidable. Don’t shy away from it. 

4. If you don’t get out of your comfort 
zone, you’ll never achieve your goals. 

5. People who do things better than you 
are your teachers, not your competition. 

6. Often, thinking you can’t go on any 
longer is an illusion. You often can. 

7. Sometimes things don’t go as 
planned. Accept it and move on. 

8. When you’re going uphill and you want 
to quit, don’t. Move slower if you have 
to, but keep going. You will get there. 

9. Happiness shouldn’t be put on hold 
until you cross the finish line. Enjoy 
as much as you can along the way, 
even when the going gets tough. 

10. Don’t let your desire for improvement 
rob you of pride in small victories. 
Also in this issue, get to know Wheaton’s 

new president, Dennis Hanno, by reading 
our cover story by Michael Graca on page 
18. We are all excited for the start of this 
new adventure in the hands of this ac-
complished educator and leader, who has 
a track record of championing the study of 
liberal arts, promoting a student-centered 
approach to education, and develop-
ing global study and service programs. 

Welcome, President Hanno. Good 
luck with your to-do list. Q

Great Quarterly issue
I thoroughly enjoyed the spring/
summer edition of the Quarterly—
reading it from cover to cover. I 
particularly enjoyed the article 
about the 25th year of coeducation. 
Wheaton during my college years 
was all female. For this reason, I was 
initially against coeducation, but 
quickly realized that to exist as a 
quality institution, Wheaton needed 
to become coeducational. It was 
great when I was a student, and it is 
certainly great now.

I was especially interested in the 
article about Bojan Jennings. She is 
the reason I was a sophomore transfer 
to Wheaton in 1948 and graduated 
as a member of the Class of 1951.

I grew up in Mount Kisco, N.Y., 
and friends of my parents were 
Harold and Mabel Jennings and 
their two sons, Manson and Addison 
(Bojan’s husband), whom I knew 
as Llewelyn. Mabel Jennings was 
not only my piano teacher for seven 
years, but my mentor and dear 
friend. When Bojan began teaching 
at Wheaton in the 1940s, Mabel 
Jennings spoke to me about Wheaton 
College in such glowing terms that 
although it was long before I was 

really considering colleges, it quickly 
became my first choice.

—Nancy Dewey Simpson ’51

Why not celebrate 
coeducation?
The Wheaton Quarterly showed up 
in my mailbox a couple of days after 
I returned from my 20th Wheaton 
class Reunion. Primed with rein-
vigorated Wheaton memories and 
fondness, I opened the magazine 
and read the cover article, “Noting 
25 years of coeducation.”

The headline was ominous. The 
Quarterly was not “celebrating” or 
“honoring” 25 years of coeducation, 
just noting them as they wandered 
by. The reason for the foreshadowing 
seemed clear to me after I reread the 
cover story in search of two words 
— “differently coeducational”—and 
failed to find them.  

I came to Wheaton in 1990 and, 
like many of my classmates, drank 
deeply of the “differently coeduca-
tional” Kool-Aid. The phrase might 
have been lip service to assuage 
alum dismay, but to many of us it 
was a mission. It was what we want-
ed. All colleges have classes. Most 
have lovely green spaces. Wheaton 

said it was trying to be something 
different—a college where men and 
women were equally empowered 
and equally respected by all parties.

So, we went to seminars discuss-
ing the differences in men and 
women’s leadership styles. We 
served on presidential search com-
mittees. We “took back the night” 
and protested Phyllis Schlafly. We 
joined the Men’s Group to talk about 
how to be a good man. I walked my 
way into pneumonia with Safe Walk 
and fretted night and day about the 
student voice.

But, now, “differently coeduca-
tional” doesn’t even make it into 
the birthday card. No matter. It was 
just a turn of phrase. However, and 
particularly in a world that includes 
Elliot Rodger, who killed six people 
in Santa Barbara in May before 
killing himself, and #YesAllWomen 
(a social media campaign raising 
awareness about violence against 
women), if Wheaton College is not a 
place with more respect, less sexual 
assault, more gender-proportional 
leadership, less overt misogyny, and 
more humanism than comparable 
schools, we failed.

—Robert Greene ’94

LETTERS

The Quarterly welcomes 
letters to the editor on topics 
you’ve read in these pages 
or on other topics concerning 
the Wheaton community. 

Email us: 
quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu

Or send letters to: 

Sandy Coleman, editor  
Wheaton Quarterly 
Wheaton College  
26 E. Main St.  
Norton, MA 02766

Correction: The spelling of Karen 
Strauss Cook’s maiden name was 
incorrect in the spring/summer 
issue of the Quarterly.
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#PRESIDENTHANNO
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Moving forward together
Wheaton College is a great liberal arts institution, one of 
the nation’s true gems in higher education. I am incredibly 
thrilled and honored to be serving as the college’s eighth 
president, and now that I’ve officially begun my term, I feel 

energized by all 
that I know we can 
accomplish together 
for the benefit of 
our students, today 
and tomorrow. 

Shaping the 
Wheaton of 
tomorrow is a 
collective effort, 
and I look forward 
to being part of 

it. In fact, a large part of Wheaton’s appeal for me is the 
strength of this community. I saw it from the first, when 
I met the alumnae/i, students, faculty and staff serving 
on the Presidential Search Committee, and that initial 
impression has been reinforced many times in the months 
since then. The welcome that my family and I received in 
Cole Memorial Chapel last February was fabulous. The 
passion that I see for this community—the way that people 
work together, enjoy their collaboration with each other 
and take pride in their accomplishments—is powerful.

Over the next few months, 
I plan to continue getting to 
know the Wheaton community: 
our strengths, our opportuni-
ties for growth and our collec-
tive aspirations for the future. 
What I do know already is that 
Wheaton can draw upon its rich 
legacy of accomplishments: the 
deep commitment to creating a 
diverse community that provides 
opportunity to all, rooted in 

its long history as a women’s 
college; the breadth and depth 
of academic excellence that 
is embodied by our faculty; 
and the intellectual energy of 
our students and alumnae/i. 

I also know that this is an 
intensely student-centered insti-
tution, in the classroom and in 
every facet of campus life, and 
that, to me, is the mark of a great 
institution, and it is something 

that this college is deeply com-
mitted to maintaining. This is a 
value that I share, and work-
ing closely with students has 
always been one of my highest 
priorities and greatest joys.

What has always been impor-
tant to me is creating opportunity 
for people. Wheaton does that 
exceptionally well, with a broad-
based liberal arts education that 
gives people the tools to look at 

problems from many different per-
spectives. It’s an incredibly diverse 
community that brings people 
together to share ideas, to have 
good discourse; not always agree-
ing, but striving to come up with 
solutions to challenging problems. 

The world needs Wheaton. 
I truly believe that making 
Wheaton stronger and bet-
ter translates into making the 
world better, something that 
this community has demon-
strated many times. The gifts 
that we enjoy and that help 
make us a strong community 
will only grow in value if we 
share them with others. That is 
something that Wheaton has 
done throughout its history.

I look forward to thinking 
about the ways that we can 
share our incredible skills even 
more with our local community 
and the global community. The 
more ways we find to do that, 
the stronger we will become. 

I thank you so much for wel-
coming my family and me into 
this great community, and I look 
forward to a long, long relation-
ship. Working together, we will 
make Wheaton one of the best 
places in the world for lib-
eral arts education. We already 
have so much to build on! Q

Follow
twitter.com/dhanno

mailto:quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu
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Congratulations, Class of 2014!
Make a good life, not just a good living, keynote speaker Johnnetta Cole urges

Surrounded by the bright glow of joyful 
friends, family and the Wheaton com-
munity on a rainy Saturday in May, 391 
seniors celebrated the culmination of 
their journeys here during the college’s 
179th Commencement ceremony.

As they prepared to go out into the 
world, keynote speaker Johnnetta Cole, 
director of the Smithsonian Institution’s 
National Museum of African Art in 
Washington, D.C., offered students valu-
able advice about living abundantly.

“Some of you will leave Wheaton and go 
to various post-baccalaureate institutions. 
Some of you have already secured a place 
in the workforce. And yes, because of the 
state of the economy in our country, some 
of you are still perhaps looking for a job,” 
said Cole, a scholar, author, and activist for 
social and economic justice. “Whatever is 
your situation, let it be your goal to not only 
make a good living but to live a good life.”

Drawing inspiration from the words of 
world leaders, educators, social activists 
and others, including Martin Luther King, Jr., 
and Helen Keller, she laid out the founda-
tion of what it takes to make a good life.

A respect for diversity and a high regard 
for others are both essential, she told the 
Class of 2014. Most important, it is vital 
that the arts be a part of everyone’s life, 
regardless of their major or career path, 
said Cole, pointing to President Ronald A. 
Crutcher as a model example of someone 
who not only has made the arts—along 
with leadership—a central part of his life 
but also has shared his talent with others.

“There is joy and power, instruction and 
inspiration in being involved on some level 
and in some way with music, dance, theater, 
literature and the visual arts,” she said.

“No matter where my life’s journey has 
taken me, or in what direction I have chosen 
to move, I will always make a conscien-
tious decision that art must remain and 
be nurtured as a constant in my life.

“The arts are not a frill. The arts are a 
response to our individuality and our nature. 
The arts help to shape our identity,” said 
Cole, quoting the words of former Texas 

Congresswoman Barbara Jordan. “Art 
has the potential to unify. It can speak in 
many languages without a translator.”

During Commencement, which was 
held in Haas Athletic Center instead of 
the Dimple due to rain, Cole received an 
honorary degree, as did President Crutcher 
and four of Wheaton’s distinguished 
alumnae/i: Karen Strauss Cook ’74 (posthu-
mously); Jonathan Crane ’95; Mary Anne 
Marsh ’79; and Anne-Imelda Radice ’69.

More than 600 alumnae/i from 30 states 
and a number of countries came to campus 
for Commencement Reunion Weekend, 
including Virginia “Ginny” Hovey Vranicar 
and Laila Raabe Rosseland, from the Class 
of 1944, celebrating their 70th Reunion.

In his remarks, Crutcher, who is stepping 

down, encouraged the students one last time 
as president: “You have great talent and po-
tential, Class of 2014. With our Wheaton lib-
eral arts education you have learned to listen 
closely, think carefully and act purposefully. 

“Our vision for Wheaton is to graduate 
students who are global citizens prepared to 
lead in a complex society. This means that 
you are empowered and impassioned about 
promoting change locally and globally, no 
matter what you end up doing or where 
you end up living. Stay true to your values 
and your passion, and you cannot fail.” Q

AROUND THE DIMPLE 

Keynote speaker Johnnetta Cole (top), Jonathan Crane ’95 (left), Anne-Imelda Radice ’69,  Mary Anne Marsh 
’79, Karen Strauss Cook ’74 and President Ronald A. Crutcher (pictured on page 5) received honorary degrees 
during Commencement. Cook’s husband, Everett Cook, accepted the award for his wife. 

More online
Read the citations and remarks and watch the entire 
ceremony at wheatoncollege.edu/commencement.
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It was a day full of joy, gratitude, solidarity and plenty 
of selfies.

NIcKI PARDO

NIcKI PARDO
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Nicholas Cicchinelli ’14 
From: Albany, N.Y.

Major: Russian 
studies, international 
relations

Award: Fulbright 
English Teaching 
Assistantship

Nicholas 
Cicchinelli has 
been interested 
in Eastern Europe since he began study-
ing Russian in high school, and has ex-
plored the culture, politics and language 
of the region ever since. This fall, he will 
head to Moldova to teach English.

“I want to continue improving my 
Russian language skills and also to learn 
about Moldovan life and culture, to give 
me some international perspective that will 
help me in my future career,” he said.

Cicchinelli is interested in a career 
in international relations, with a focus 
on human rights law and diplomacy. 
A recipient of the Boren Study Abroad 
Scholarship, he will complete a year of 
work with the U.S. government to satisfy 
the scholarship’s service requirement.

Allison Cormier-Jonaitis ’13
From: Alton, N.H.

Major: Russian 
studies

Award: Fulbright 
Research Grant

Allison Cormier-
Jonaitis will 
spend the next 
year research-
ing organized 
crime in post-Soviet Lithuania as a student 
at Mykolas Romeris University Faculty 
of Law. She will work under the guid-

ance of Associate Professor Aurelijus 
Gutauskas, a Supreme Court justice in 
Lithuania and the nation’s foremost ex-
pert on organized crime, and Aleksandras 
Dobryninas of Vilnius University, whose 
research focuses on deviance and so-
ciological problems in criminology.

“My ability to study the effect of socio-
economic and political transition on criminal 
activity in Lithuania is an opportunity to 
produce novel research about the nature 
of societies in transition,” Cormier-Jonaitis 
wrote in her Fulbright essay. “By establishing 
a model for societies in transition, research-
ers may be able to predict negative social 
outcomes and move one step closer to 
easing the shift in transitional countries.”

Jennifer Irving ’14 
From: Manchester, 
N.H.

Major: Anthropology

Award: Fulbright 
English Teaching 
Assistantship

Jennifer Irving 
plans to pursue a 
master’s degree in 
teaching English as 
a second language. But first she will spend a 
year teaching English to students in Malaysia.

“I value education as one of the 
most important opportunities for young 
people in our world, and I love be-
ing a part of that process,” she said. 

Irving first taught English to non-
native speakers in 2011 during a summer 
course in Tanzania. Her junior year, she 
studied abroad in Rabat, Morocco.

After her Fulbright year, Irving plans to 
pursue a master’s degree in Teaching English 
to Speakers of Other Languages and hopes 
to teach at the middle or high school level.

Bailey McWilliams ’14
From: Baltimore, Md.

Major: International 
relations, Hispanic 
studies

Award: Fulbright 
English Teaching 
Assistantship

For Bailey 
McWilliams 
’14, teach-
ing English in Venezuela is about shar-
ing not just language but also culture. 
She chose her host country in part be-
cause she could work at the Binational 
Center affiliated with the U.S. Embassy.

“While I will still teach English, I will 
also act as a cultural ambassador, leading 
programs to enhance mutual understand-
ing between Americans and the groups of 
young Venezuelan students,” she said.

McWilliams also hopes to share with 
her students her love of music. She was a 
member of the Wheatones and has played 
Appalachian fiddle music for 14 years. 
Her post-Fulbright plans include possibly 
applying to the Peace Corps and pursuing 
graduate programs in law and public health.

Alexis Nieves ’14 
From: Brooklyn, N.Y.

Major: Hispanic 
studies, international 
relations

Award: Fulbright 
English Teaching 
Assistantship

Alexis Nieves 
first became 
interested in 
Brazil in a Wheaton classroom. Next year, 
he will explore the country firsthand.

“I find Brazil fascinating because it 

AROUND THE DIMPLE

Going places
This spring, 15 Wheaties won prestigious national academic awards for graduate 
study and global experience, including two Thomas Watson Fellowships, a 
Beinecke Scholarship, a Projects for Peace grant and a French Government 
English Teaching Assistantship. Here are our nine Fulbright Scholars: 
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is a country with a bright future. It is 
leading the charge up the economic 
ladder at the heart of South America, 
with a growing presence and influ-
ence in international affairs,” he said.

Nieves has also received the Thomas 
A. Pickering Foreign Affairs Fellowship, an 
award that supports undergraduate and grad-
uate studies for students intending to pursue 
diplomatic careers. While in Brazil, he plans 
to conduct research on education reform, 
as background for his graduate studies.

Montana Rogers ’14 
From: Dublin, N.H.

Major: Creative 
writing, music

Award: Fulbright 
English Teaching 
Assistantship

A pianist for two 
semesters in 
Wheaton’s World 
Music 
Ensemble, Montana Rogers enjoys learn-
ing about musical traditions from other 
cultures. So when she began looking 
at places to apply for a Fulbright, she 
found herself drawn to Bulgaria.

“I thought it would be interesting to 
explore a culture that has a unique tradi-
tional music practice and history,” she said.

She plans to apply to graduate school 
for creative writing or English after her 
Fulbright year, and is considering a career 
that involves a mix of writing and teaching. 

Matthew Sexton ’14 
From: Merrimack, 
N.H.

Major: Chemistry

Award: Fulbright 
English Teaching 
Assistantship

With plans to 
become a pe-
diatrician, Matthew 
Sexton isn’t quite 
done taking classes. But first he will teach.

He first ventured outside the United 
States last summer, when he spent eight 
weeks learning about health care in India. 
He is now eager to check out Europe 
and, as a former Lyon, hopes to bring 
his passion for swimming to Poland. 

“My college experience would not 
have been complete without being a part 
of the swim team, and while in Poland I 
hope to continue my involvement with 
swimming in some way,” he said.

Savannah Tenney ’14 
From: Sudbury, Mass.

Major: Anthropology, 
English

Award: Fulbright 
English Teaching 
Assistantship

Having spent time 
in Scotland and 
Tanzania, Savannah 
Tenney is ready for 
her next global adventure: A year in Taiwan.

“I have never really studied Asia 
in school, and I felt I had a whole lot 
to learn from traveling somewhere 
completely different,” she said.

As an undergraduate, Tenney studied 
abroad in Tanzania and Scotland.

Following her Fulbright year, she is hoping 
to participate in a program such as Teach 
For America and to study applied anthropol-
ogy or public health in graduate school.

Ashley Wich ’13 
From: Pittsfield, 
Mass.

Major: Anthropology

Award: Fulbright 
English Teaching 
Assistantship

Ashley Wich 
spent part of her 
junior year in 
Greece study-
ing architecture and Greek literature while 
soaking up the country’s rich culture. She 
loved the trip so much that she wrote 
her senior thesis on the subject of Greek 
national identity. This fall, she is head-
ing back to Athens to teach English.

She applied for the Fulbright in 2013 at 
the end of her senior year but just missed 
the cut. She applied again and was work-
ing as a paralegal outside of Boston when 
she received word that she had won. 

Wich said she now feels more pre-
pared for her work in Greece. “Living 
and working independently this year 
has really helped in the long run.” Q 

More award winners:
Jenish Amatya ’17 earned 
a Resolution Fellowship to 
create a community fish-
farming program in Nepal.

Jorge Clemente de Leon 

Miranda ’14 won a Projects 
for Peace Grant.

Tianna Lall ’14 and Carrie 
Decker ’14 each received a 
Thomas Watson Fellowship, 

a $28,000 stipend that 
will enable them to spend 
the year after graduation 
traveling and conducting 
research.

Breanna Lynch ’14 won 
a French Government English 
Teaching Assistantship to 
teach in the upper Normandy 
region of France.

Sarah Estrela ’15, a Gilman 
scholar, also secured a 
Beinecke Scholarship to help 
pay for her graduate studies 
after Wheaton.

More online
Read the full stories of all of the award winners at wheatoncollege.edu/news/2014/04/16/winning-big.

mailto:quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu
http://wheatoncollege.edu/news/2014/03/17/year-living-differently/
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AROUND THE DIMPLE

Unexpected gift
Gilman scholarship helps 
extend Oxford experience

For Sarah Estrela ’15, 
the Gilman scholarship 
arrived just in time.

Estrela had begun a 
yearlong study abroad 
program at the University 
of Oxford’s Lady Margaret 
Hall last October, but when 
she approached the spring 
term with limited funds 
and a spot on the Gilman 
scholarship waitlist, Estrela 
returned from Oxford early 
and began making plans 
to start her spring term at 
Wheaton on January 22.

On January 26, she received notice 
that she would be given the funding. 
It was an unexpected gift that would 
enable her to return to the univer-
sity for a second and third term.

“The Gilman scholarship is the reason 
I have been able to continue pursuing 
this lifelong dream. Without it I would 
have had to end a unique and enrich-
ing chapter of my life in the most abrupt, 
heartbreaking way,” Estrela said.

The English and art history major from 
Pawtucket, R.I., learned of the Benjamin 
A. Gilman International Scholarship 
program last summer, when her room-
mate, Atiya McGhee ’14, received the 
award. Established by the International 
Academic Opportunity Act of 2000, the 
scholarship helps fund study and work 
abroad opportunities for undergraduate 
students receiving federal Pell grants.

Having never left the United States, 
Estrela chose to study at Oxford be-
cause of its reputation for academic 
rigor and its cultural resources.

“When I was accepted to study at Lady 
Margaret Hall at Oxford, I knew I was in 
for quite a year. The accessibility of several 
world-class museums would help sustain 
my love for art and culture, while the old-
est library in the English-speaking world 
(the Bodleian) would ensure I’d never 
be in want of a good book,” she said.

While at Wheaton, Estrela has been an 
active presence on campus, serving as vice 
president of the college’s chapter of the 
Roosevelt Institute last year and helping to 
organize the spring 2013 WheaTalks. She is 
also involved with ARTHive and iSpeak.

She kept up that level of activity at 
Oxford, volunteering at area museums 
and at Arts at the Old Fire Station, a 

nonprofit that promotes public art and 
provides learning opportunities for home-
less individuals. She also joined the 
Oxford Poetry Society and the Hammer 
and Tongue slam series—all while main-
taining a challenging class load.

Now back at Wheaton for her senior year, 
Estrela plans to share her Oxford experi-
ence by organizing an iSpeak workshop on 
campus and a poetry workshop for students 
at Providence’s AS220, where as a child 
she attended free after-school programs.

In April, Estrela was one of just 20 
students nationwide to receive a Beinecke 
Scholarship for graduate education. 
She is interested in studying art his-
tory and plans to apply to programs at 
Oxford, Harvard, Yale, Columbia and the 
Institute of Fine Arts in New York. Q

—Becca Manning

Sarah Estrela ’15 at the University of Oxford
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Liquid assets
Senior wins grant to bring potable water to Guatemalan village

A small village in Guatemala got potable water this 
summer, thanks to Jorge clemente de Leon Miranda 
’14. He won a $10,000 award from Projects for Peace 
to distribute water filters and to help villagers develop 
plans for replacing the filters on an annual basis.

“It is important that communities realize 
that they can bring change to themselves by 
effectively using the resources they already 
own,” de Leon Miranda said in his proposal.

A native of Guatemala, de Leon Miranda 
distributed inexpensive water filters in El 
Coyol that can produce as much as five 
gallons of purified water daily. In addi-
tion, he hosted a series of workshops and 
social events, partly inspired by his work as 
a resident advisor at Wheaton, to educate 
the people about how to use the filters 
and the importance of potable water.

The grant for the work comes from 
Projects for Peace, which provides funding 
for grassroots projects developed by students 
at colleges and universities that participate in 
the Davis United World Colleges program. 
The initiative was launched in 2007 by the 
late Kathryn Wasserman Davis, a noted 
philanthropist and the mother of Wheaton 
Trustee Emerita Diana Davis Spencer ’60, to 
support peace-promoting summer projects.

A graduate of the United World College 
school in Costa Rica and a Davis United 
World College Scholar at Wheaton, 
de Leon Miranda did not have to look 
far from his home to find his project. 
Members of his mother’s family still live in 
El Coyol, a village of 35 families located 
close to the border with El Salvador. 

The village suffers from a polluted water 
supply. Water that runs through El Coyol 
has already been used to wash clothing 
and as a garbage dump by other communi-
ties. The village’s residents run the risk of 
contracting water-borne diseases such as 
cholera if the water is used untreated.

“It is heartbreaking to realize that some-
thing vital that we take for granted every 
day isn’t there for these people,” said de 
Leon Miranda, who notes that his parents 
have also worked to support the com-
munity, offering interest-free loans to 
villagers for farming equipment and 
buying produce at market price.

The economics major’s internship 
experiences influenced the design 
of his project. He said that intern-
ing with Community Enterprise 
Solutions, a nonprofit that 
promotes sustainable 
development projects, 
inspired him to come 
up with the concept 
of a “savings group.” 
The group will col-
lect small amounts 
of money from each 
family to fund the 
replacement of water 
filters each year.

He credits two class-
es he took at Wheaton 
for helping him develop 
the skills needed for his 
project: “Enterprising Non-
Profits: An Introduction to 
Social Entrepreneurship” 
with Associate Professor 
of Economics Russell 
Williams and “Economic 
Development” with 
Professor of Economics 
Brenda Wyss. 

“The classes helped me 

understand the limitations of a project of 
this kind, and provided me with critical-
thinking skills and the framework that I 
needed to develop the project,” he said.

“I discovered [during my internship with 
Community Enterprise Solutions] that in or-
der to have the greatest success in a project 
of this kind you need to have three things in 
mind: that any individual is smart and makes 
rational choices, that there is a culture that 
one needs to respect and understand, and 
finally, that everyone likes fun activities. Q

—Adam Kilduff ’16
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Jorge Clemente de Leon Miranda ’14
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AROUND THE DIMPLE

Graduates head into the world of work
Many seniors had jobs lined up even before they walked across the stage at Commencement. Here are just a few:

Patrick Crane
Hometown: Vernon 
Rockville, Conn.

Major: Anthropology and 
psychology

Job: Local development 
officer for the English 
Lacrosse Association, 
Manchester, UK

Getting there: “I got this job through a Wheaton alum, 
John Croasdale ’13, who just finished the same job in 
Hitchin, UK, and Marianne Singer of the Filene Center 
was a huge help in developing my résumé and 
interview strategy. Her help was a huge part in my 
getting this position. However, I never would have been 
selected if it weren’t for the amazing résumé I was 
able to build through Wheaton as a student-athlete. 
Being able to handle the challenge of being a student 
athlete, preceptor, Wheaton Athletic Mentor and a 
double major made me a well-rounded candidate 
who could handle the rigors of the local development 
officer role while being in a foreign country. My 
experience writing a thesis in anthropology also 
prepared me for doing high-level work independently 
and will be invaluable in my new job.”

Looking forward: “I am looking forward to 
helping grow the game of lacrosse in England. I 
really want to be able to give back to the sport that 
gave so much to me at Wheaton and in my life. The 
ability to travel and work abroad is also a fantastic 
opportunity that I’m looking forward to.”

Mollie Lane
Hometown: Hanover, Mass. 
Major: Sociology, with minor 
in business and management

Job: Meeting and events 
planner at the CM Group, 
Hingham, Mass.

Getting there: “After 
participating in various 
activities here at Wheaton and having a leadership 
role, I learned a lot about myself. As captain of 
my track team, secretary of the Wheaton Athletic 
Mentors, a member of the Wheatones, and being 
a part of class council as senior gift co-chair, I 
learned that I am very organized and detail-oriented. 
I like to be the planner in every setting and see 
things successfully get done in the most efficient 
way possible. I actively sought out event-planning 
opportunities and used various connections to 
receive an internship with the CM Group last 
summer. Fortunately, I then received a job offer.”

Looking forward: “I am very excited to start 
working with this young and growing company. I 

absolutely love the atmosphere in the office and it 
definitely feels like I am part of a team. I will have 
the opportunity to travel and see the world, which 
is something that is very important to me. I am 
extremely grateful for this amazing career to start.”

Mirelle Medard
Hometown: Port-au-Prince, 
Haiti

Major: Computer science 
Job: Associate software 
engineer at Amadeus North 
America, Waltham, Mass.

Getting there: “My Wheaton 
education played a big role 
in getting me this job because the position directly 
correlates to my major.”

Looking forward: “I am looking forward to applying 
what I have learned here, but more importantly, to 
increasing and enriching my knowledge of computing 
and becoming a seasoned software engineer.”  

Tri Nguyen
Hometown: Danang, 
Vietnam

Major: Computer science 
and economics

Job: Application 
developer/software 
engineer at Demandware 
Inc., Burlington, Mass. 

Getting there: “Professor Tom Armstrong and many 
friends in the Computer Science Department have 
encouraged me along the way in the application 
process, been there for me during times of failure, 
and shared with me times of success.”

Looking forward: “I will be creating a platform 
for big retailers to build their ecommerce solutions 
on top of. This is a big challenge in many ways—
from the engineering to collaborating with other 
departments within the company. I am looking 
forward to the challenge and to building relationships 
with other members of the team.”

Katelyn Sayles
Hometown: East Granby, 
Conn.

Major: Mathematics and 
economics, with a minor in 
Hispanic studies

Job: New business associate 
at Lincoln Financial Group in 
Hartford, Conn.

Getting there: “The Filene Center aided me 
greatly in preparing my resume as well as 

writing cover letters. Wheaton has made me a 
well-rounded individual with its strong liberal 
arts education. I have developed my leadership 
skills through my experiences here as well as 
social skills among my peers. It was very exciting 
interviewing for this position, especially when my 
interviewer was impressed that I attend such a 
prestigious school.”

Looking forward: “I am very excited to be going 
into a new environment and to be faced with new 
challenges. Having the opportunity to work at 
Lincoln Financial Group, a company where I can 
grow a career and excel, is what I can look forward 
to most. The work I will be doing will give me more 
knowledge toward how the business world works 
outside of the classroom.”

Ella Spencer
Hometown: New York City

Major: Film and new media 
studies, studio art minor

Job: Production assistant 
for Comedy Central’s Brand 
Creative Department, Comedy 
Central, New York City

Getting there: “The summer 
before my senior year, I was very lucky to land 
an internship in Comedy Central’s Brand Creative 
Department, and I absolutely loved every moment 
of my experience as an intern for the company. 
They brought me back over winter break as a 
freelance production assistant. After freelancing 
with them for a few weeks, I was offered a full-
time production assistant position. My Wheaton 
education—particularly everything I’ve learned in 
the film and new media studies major—has given 
me invaluable knowledge of the industry I plan to 
enter after graduation. Each class I’ve taken has 
taught me something that I can take with me into 
the professional world, whether it be production 
skills, film history or new media expertise. And I’m 
so thankful to all of the wonderful professors I’ve 
had the pleasure of working with for preparing me 
for the next chapter of my life.”

Looking forward: “I can’t wait to work on set and 
get more production experience. Production work 
definitely isn’t easy; the days are long, and the 
work is labor-intensive, but it is so rewarding. I love 
the energy and fast-paced rhythm of set work, and 
I’m really looking forward to doing more of it.” Q
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Desert research
Known for its extremes, Death Valley 
is a place where visitors can experi-
ence snow-covered mountains and fields 
of wild flowers in record-setting sum-
mer heat, as well as stand at the lowest 
point in the Western Hemisphere while 
looking at some of the highest moun-
tains in the 48 contiguous states.
The drama and range of the area’s 
geology is a geologist’s dream.
For a week in March during spring 
break, Professor Geoffrey Collins and 
a dozen students in his “Field Geology 
Seminar” conducted research in Death 
Valley National Park, which is lo-
cated in California and Nevada. Q

More online
Visit wheatoncollege.edu/news/hot-spring-break-
death-valley to read more and to see photos and 
videos of the research conducted on the trip.

mailto:quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu
http://wheatoncollege.edu/news/hot-spring-break-death-valley
http://wheatoncollege.edu/news/hot-spring-break-death-valley
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PANORAMA

Listen up: Professor exploring Jesus in pop music
Assistant Professor of Music Delvyn Case, a 
composer of classical music, is a scholar who is 
most interested in popular music—in particular 
the intersections of popular music and religion 
in America. This fall, he is teaching the First-Year 
Seminar “Rock of Ages: Images of Jesus in Popular 
Music,” which explores provocative questions 
about those intersections. With such an intriguing 
title, we, of course, just had to know more.
What initially sparked your interest 
in this area of scholarship? 

The experience of teaching a course on 
popular music at a small Christian col-
lege (before I came to Wheaton)—a 
tricky task at a school where danc-
ing was prohibited. I learned quickly 
about the host of complicated issues that 
arise when secular music comes into 
contact with a religious worldview.

Tell us about the focus and goals of your FYS.

The main goal of an FYS, of course, is to 
begin to equip students with the skills that we 

hope they will have by the time they eventu-
ally graduate from Wheaton: how to read 
critically, research effectively, think creatively 
and write clearly. But the goals of this particu-
lar course are threefold: to challenge students 
to think about popular music critically and to 
develop their ability to write about it; and to 
recognize that identity is “constructed,” i.e., 
what we know about any figure (real or imag-
inary) is created by the person who tells his or 
her story. That means that we should always 
be ready to question critically our knowledge 
and conception of that figure. This is true 
especially for Jesus, who did not leave any 
of his own writings, but whose significance 
in world culture is unmatched. Everything 

that we know about him comes from others: 
those who wrote about him (in the Bible), the 
artists who painted him, and the musicians 
who told (and still tell) his story in song. This 
includes not just Bach and Mozart, but also 
popular musicians like Bono and Bob Dylan.

What led to the idea of this FYS? Was there a 
particular piece of music that inspired you?

“Jesus Walks,” from Kanye West’s first 
album. It’s an inspiring song that takes 
Jesus’s traditional, biblical ministry—among 
the poor in first-century Palestine—and 
translates it to today’s world. The song 
talks about how Jesus cares for those on 
the margins of society today: in Kanye’s 
words, “The hustlers, drug dealers, even 
the strippers— Jesus walks with them.” 
It’s a very biblically orthodox message. 
But the song was very controversial. That 
led me to explore other “secular” songs in 
which Jesus appeared as a character. And I 
discovered that there are so many. I realized 
that I could use pop songs to show students 
not only that the image or identity of Jesus 
is constructed in many different ways in 
popular culture, but also that this very no-
tion of “constructedness” is not just some 
academic concept but extremely relevant.
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Faculty
Francisco Fernández de Alba, associate profes-
sor of Hispanic studies, presented the keynote 
address “1980s Madrid: The War on Drugs and the 
Transatlantic Conspiracy Theory” at the Levy-
Wasteneys Graduate Symposium sponsored by 
the Department of Spanish and Portuguese at the 
University of Toronto (Canada) in March. He also 
presented “Of Bubbles and Islands: In Between 
Peripherality and the Iberian Atlantic” at the Centro 
de Estudios Canarias-América conference at Hunter 
College in New York in April.

Vicki Bartolini, professor of education, co-wrote 
the article “A Shift to Inquiry: The Heart of Effective 
Teaching and Professional Development for the 21st 
Century” in the New Educator (February). She also 
collaborated with Blakely Fetridge Bundy ’66 on the 
steering committee of TRUCE (Teachers Resisting 
Unhealthy Children’s Entertainment) to publish 
seasonal screen-free play plans for families and 
teachers of young children. 

Alexander Bloom, professor of history, presented 
the paper “Whatever Happened to the New York 
Intellectuals?” at Alfred Kazin: A Centennial 
Celebration, a conference at Wellesley College 
in May. He also presented the talks “‘Long Time 
Gone’: The Shifting Meanings of the 1960s Over 
the Last 50 Years” and “Making the Past Talk: 
Deriving Textured Meaning From Inanimate 
Documents?” to graduate students at the 
University of Rome in June.

Samuel Coale, professor of English, published 
the article “Mapping the Manse and Resuscitating 
Rome: Hawthorne’s Themed Spaces and Staging 
Places” in the Nathaniel Hawthorne Review. He 
also presented the following talks: “The Big Read: 
A morning workshop for public school teachers 
on Edgar Allan Poe” and “Poe: Gothic Visions and 
Fiendish Formulas” at the Whaling Museum in New 
Bedford, Mass., in February; “Innocence Abroad: 
Everything but the Pants” at the Redwood Library in 
Newport, R.I., in March; “Hawthorne and Melville: 
Dark Souls and Ambiguous Visions” at the Sturgis 
Library in Barnstable, Mass., in March; “Brook 
Farm, Blithedale, and Hawthorne’s Veils” at the 
Theodore Parker Church Unitarian Universalist 
in West Roxbury, Mass., in April; “Literature as 
Experience: Hawthorne and DeLillo” at Our Sisters’ 
School in New Bedford, Mass., in April; and 
“Hawthorne in the Berkshires: The World Must Be 
Made to Mean” at the Hawthorne conference in 
North Adams, Mass., in June.

Michael Drout, professor of English, wrote the 
chapters “Teaching Beowulf Aloud” in Teaching 
Beowulf in the Twenty-First Century (Arizona 
Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies, 
April 2014) and “The Council of Elrond, All Those 
Poems, and the Famous F-ing Elves: Strategies 
for Teaching the Hard Parts of Tolkien” in 
Approaches to Teaching J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Lord 
of the Rings and Other Works (Modern Language 
Association, June 2014).

Matthew Evans, associate professor of chemistry 
and geology, co-wrote the article “Tropical Pacific 

Influence on Source and Transport of Marine Aerosols 
to West Antarctica” in the American Meteorological 
Society’s Journal of Climate (February).

William Kole, visiting instructor of English, 
published the article “#26Tweets2Boston” for 
the Associated Press, which was highlighted in 
Business Insider magazine and on the national 
media site Poynter.org. While running the Boston 
Marathon in April, Kole tweeted his thoughts and 
observations.

Lisa Lebduska, associate professor of English, 
published the article “Racist Visual Rhetoric and 
Images of Trayvon Martin” in Present Tense: A 
Journal of Rhetoric in Society (May).

Mark LeBlanc, professor of computer science, and 
the Lexomics Research Group won third place in the 
Student Research Competition in April. Presented 
by the Northeast Region of the Consortium for 
Computing Sciences in Colleges, the award 
recognizes the team’s efforts in the new design and 
implementation of the group’s online tool to help 
scholars mine digital corpora. The team included 
Devin Delfino ’14, Bryan Jensen ’15, Mengyang 
Li ’14, Julia Morneau ’16, Richard Neal ’14 and 
LeBlanc. Their poster presentation and the ab-
stract, “Lexos: A Text Mining Workflow,” were also 
published in the proceedings of the consortium.

Kim Miller, associate professor of women’s and 
gender studies and art history, presented the talk 
“Memory and Mourning in the Digital World and 
‘The Space Outside’: Locating Feminist Political 
Voices in South Africa’s Memorial Landscape” 
at Hamilton College in May. She also organized 
a workshop for faculty and students on “Digital 
Feminisms at Work in the Classroom.”

Gail Sahar, professor of psychology and associ-
ate provost, co-wrote the article “The Effects 
of Attributions for Crime on Attitudes Toward 
Prison Reform” in Applied Psychology in Criminal 
Justice (May). Megan O’Toole ’13 was co-author 
of the article. Sahar also wrote the article “On 
the Importance of Attribution Theory in Political 
Psychology” in the journal Social and Personality 
Psychology Compass.

A. Javier Treviño, Jane Oxford Keiter Professor of 
Sociology, and Karen McCormack, associate pro-
fessor of sociology, co-edited Service Sociology and 
Academic Engagement in Social Problems (Ashgate 
Publishing, 2014). Treviño also taught a graduate 
course on social systems theory at the University of 
Innsbruck, Austria, in May.

Alumnae/i
Andrea Kneifel Johnstone ’85 was selected as 
the next United States magistrate judge for the 
district of New Hampshire. Previously, she was 
special counsel to the University System of New 
Hampshire.

Elizabeth Sobe Cerasuolo ’96, director of 
communications at Fish & Richardson, Boston, 
in May received an Excellence in Law award in 
the marketing category from Massachusetts 
Lawyers Weekly. Q

How does this relate to your scholarship 
and coursework at Wheaton?

I compose a lot of sacred music, but it is 
within the contemporary classical genre, 
not pop songs. But in each of those pieces, 
I am doing the same thing that Kanye West 
is doing: representing a biblical image in a 
music idiom. So the thought process is the 
same; it’s just that the musical style is differ-
ent—and my music doesn’t make me rich.

Are you a big Kanye West fan?

I’m interested in him as a producer and 
rapper but not as a media figure.

Is Jesus a big part of contemporary 
secular music? 

He shows up in so many songs these days. 
“Jesus, Take the Wheel” is an obvious one, 
but a less obvious one is “Viva La Vida” 
by Coldplay, which is all about him, too.

Will you be assigning music for 
students to listen to?

We study various genres each week, but 
the students’ final projects are based upon 
songs and artists of their own choosing.

On a broader scale, how does exploring this 
subject matter benefit the general public?

Our lives are powerfully influenced by 
mythical figures, real or imagined. A 
good example is Abraham Lincoln. Our 
country’s self-definition is in no small 
part determined by our image of him 
and his ideals, and that in turn affects 
policy. Yet everything we know about 
him is through historians’ or biographers’ 
interpretations—or our own, possibly 
flawed, interpretation of his own writ-
ings. So in a sense, our national story is 
based upon the process that I encourage 
my students to learn in this class: how 
to seriously yet humbly interrogate the 
images given to us of an important figure, 
in order to develop an authentic, com-
posite image that will give guidance to 
our thoughts and actions in the future. Q

PUBLICATIONS, HONORS AND CREATIVE WORKS
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Baseball 
Ryan Grant ’14 capped his four-year 

career by 
becoming 
the NCAA 
Division III 
leader in 
saves (46). 
He tied the 
mark at 44 
on April 
18 against MIT—the same day the team 
claimed its 15th New England Women’s 
and Men’s Athletic Conference (NEWMAC) 
regular-season title in the league’s 16-year 
history. Apolinar De La Cruz ’15 was chosen 
as the NEWMAC Player of the Year.

Men’s basketball 

The team received a NEWMAC 
Sportsmanship Award. 
William Bayliss ’14 
concluded his career 
with the team as third 
in assists (293). He also 
played in 83 games, 
averaged 7.1 points per 
game (590 total) and 
compiled 205 re-
bounds, 70 steals and a .400 field goal 
percentage.

Women’s basketball 

Head coach Melissa Hodgdon guided the 
Lyons to a fifth 20-win 
season, which included 
trips to the NEWMAC 
and Eastern College 
Athletic Conference 
(ECAC) tournaments. 
Hodgdon was named 
NEWMAC Coach of the 
Year and received a 
President’s Award for Outstanding Service 
from Wheaton. Abbie Brickley ’15 became 
the 12th student-athlete in program history 
to reach the 1,000-point level. 

Men’s cross country
The Lyons earned U.S. Track & Field and 

Cross Country Coaches 
Association 
(USTFCCCA) All-
Academic Team 
honors, and Conner 
Bourgoin ’16 was 
named to the 
NEWMAC Academic 
All-Conference list.

Women’s cross country

The Lyons earned USTFCCCA All-
Academic Team 
honors, while Sonrisa 
O’Toole ’15 picked up 
USTFCCCA All-
Academic honors. 
Wheaton also had five 
student-athletes named 
to the NEWMAC 
Academic All-
Conference list.

Field hockey

Dana MacDonald ’15 was named to the 
National Field Hockey 
Coaches Association 
(NFHCA) Scholars of 
Distinction list, and 10 
Lyons were named to 
the NFHCA National 
Academic Squad. 
Wheaton claimed the 
NFHCA Collegiate 
National Academic Award. 

Men’s lacrosse

Sean Finn ’15 was named to the 
NEWMAC Academic 
All-Conference list. The 
Lyons worked with 
Team IMPACT (Inspire, 
Motivate, Play Against 
Challenges, Together), a 
New England-based 
nonprofit that aims to 
improve the quality of 
life for children facing life-threatening and 
chronic illnesses. 

Women’s lacrosse 
The team made its first appearance in the 

National Collegiate 
Athletic Association 
(NCAA) Tournament 
since 2004, defeating 
Emmanuel College, 
14–3, in the first round 
before falling to 
Williams College in the 
second round, 9–6. 
Emily Kiablick was named NEWMAC Coach 
of the Year. Devon Soucier ’14 was selected 
to the NEWMAC All-Conference First Team 
and the ECAC All-New England First Team. 

Men’s soccer

The team concluded its season with 17 
wins, a NEWMAC 
tournament crown 
(eighth) and a first-
round NCAA tourna-
ment victory over 
Plattsburgh State. Travis 
Blair ’15 won the Chad 
Yowell Outstanding 
Male Athlete Award. 

Women’s soccer 

The team ended its season with 17 
wins, captured the NEWMAC regular-
season title (12th) and defeated Albertus 
Magnus, 1–0, in the ECAC finals.

William Bayliss ’14

Abbie Brickley ’15

Conner Bourgoin ’16

Sonrisa O’Toole ’15

Dana MacDonald ’15

Sean Finn ’15

Devon Soucier ’14

Travis Blair ’15

Replay: Year in review

FIELD REPORT

Ryan Grant ’14, left, and Apolinar De 
La Cruz ’15
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Softball 
Wheaton made its first NCAA tournament 

appearance 
since 2004 
and 
received its 
first national 
ranking 
since 2005 
on the 
National 
Fastpitch Coaches Association (NFCA) 
Division III Top 25 poll. Ashley Brillon ’14 
was named to the NFCA All-New England 
Region first team. Emma Hart ’16 was 
named to College Sports Information 
Directors of America (CoSIDA) Capital One 
Academic All-District Team.

Men’s swimming 

Matthew Sexton ’14 was named to the 
CoSIDA Capital One 
Academic All-America 
Second Team. Ross 
Johnston ’17 was 
named NEWMAC 
Rookie of the Year. The 
team shattered its 
previous NEWMAC 
Championship record of 
551 points, set in 2003–04, by more than 
240 points; Wheaton also placed fifth 
overall in that meet with a program-best 
797.5 points.

Women’s swimming

The team won a College Swimming 
Coaches Association of America Scholar 
All-America Award. Helen Grant ’16, 
Abigail Washington ’15 and Kelsey 
White ’15 were named to the NEWMAC 
Academic All-Conference list.

Synchronized swimming

Wheaton concluded its 2013–14 
season with its 26th consecutive top-
10 performance at the U.S. Collegiate 
Nationals. The Lyons also placed sec-
ond overall for the fifth consecutive 
season at the ECAC championship.

Men’s tennis

Samuel Jackson ’14 and Jonathan Terrace 
’14 were 
named to 
NEWMAC 
Academic 
All-
Conference 
list and 
Wheaton 
appeared in 
the NEWMAC tournament for a second 
consecutive season.

Women’s tennis

Lyndsay Cooke ’14 was named to the 
CoSIDA Capital One 
Academic All-District 
Team. Alexandra 
Marlowe ’15 was 
selected as the 
NEWMAC Player of the 
Year. Lynn Miller was 
named Coach of the 
Year. Seven student-
athletes were named to the NEWMAC 
Academic All-Conference list. The Lyons 
advanced to the NEWMAC tournament 
semifinals for the seventh consecutive 
season.

Men’s track and field
Benjamin Sharma 

’15 broke the school 
record in the 400-meter 
hurdles with a time of 
54.52 seconds at the 
ECAC Championship.

Women’s track and field

Ashante Little ’14 claimed her second ca-
reer national title with a meet record time of 
55.10 seconds in the 400-meter dash at the 
2014 NCAA Division III Women’s Track & 
Field Championship (indoor). The women’s 
team concluded its outdoor season finishing 
in a sixth-place tie at the NCAA Division III 
Outdoor Track & Field Championship with 
11 All-American performances under head 
coach Dave Cusano. Meredith Scannell 
’14 ranked fifth overall in the 400-meter 
run at 55.36 seconds, securing her seventh 
career All-America honor and first in the 
400-meter outdoor event. Amber Spencer 
’14 collected her fourth NCAA All-America 
honor at the outdoor championships. 

Volleyball
Robyn D’Agostino ’16 and Taylor Matook 

’16 were 
named to the 
NEWMAC 
Academic 
All-
Conference 
list. The 
team hosted 
several com-
munity service initiatives, including a fundraiser 
to support those suffering from Alzheimer’s. Q

—Matt Noonan ’10         

Ashley Brillon ’14, left, Emma Hart ’16

Matthew Sexton ’14

From left to right, Helen Grant ’16, Abigail Washington 
’15 and Kelsey White ’15

Samuel Jackson ’14, left, and 
Jonathan Terrace ’14

Lyndsay Cooke ’14

Benjamin Sharma ’15

From left to right, Ashante Little ’14, Meredith 
Scannell ’14 and Amber Spencer ’14

Robyn D’Agostino ’16, left, and 
Taylor Matook ’16

Nominations for the Hall of Fame are now being accepted. Find out more at athletics.wheatoncollege.edu/hall_of_fame/nomination_form

http://athletics.wheatoncollege.edu/hall_of_fame/nomination_form
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“Introspection”
Studio majors express themselves at annual exhibition

Each year, studio art majors present work in the 
senior art exhibition in the Beard and Weil Galleries 
as a culmination of their creative experience at 
Wheaton. This year’s show, “Introspection,” under 
advisor Professor Andrew Howard, showcased 
diverse work by 18 students.

The artists included in the exhibi-
tion, which ran from April 24 through 
May 17, were: Lauren Andres, Lindsay 
Burrows, Ava Cardinale, Lyndsay Cooke, 
Sedra Davis, India Dumont, Luisa Earle, 

Christina Ferragamo, Sophia Gipstein, 
Xiaoren Liu, Adrianne Madden, Marina 
Marcus, Soraya Matos, Mary Mulvehill, 
Jennifer Sands, Chandra Taylor, Sara 
Victor and Hillary Watson. 

The students come up with 
the name of the exhibition 
each year. “‘Introspection’ is 
appropriate because it more 
or less defines the process of 
selecting a point of departure 
for the execution and build-
ing of a body of work that best 
represents the current artistic 
position of each student,” noted 
Howard. “Lots of reflection, trial 
and error, and then resolution.”

Artist statements online
wheatoncollege.edu/quarterly

SNAP SHOTS

Left, “The False Idols,” oil, gold paint, 
and gold leaf on board, Chandra Taylor

“Family Series,” monotype print, Lindsay Burrows

Above, Untitled, oil on canvas, 
India Dumont

“Portraits of a Humdrum Life,” oil on canvas, 
Sara Victor

Photos by Nicki Pardo
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“In Dreaming,” watercolor on paper, Luisa Earle 

“The Body Is a Temple, Decorate the Walls,” oil on canvas, Lyndsay Cooke

“Peony Series,” watercolor and graphite on paper, 
Adrianne Madden

“The Archer,” oil, gold and silver paint, sand 
scallop shells on canvas, Ava Cardinale

“Python II,” sand and oil on canvas, Xiaoren Liu“Paul,” silver gelatin print, Sophia Gipstein

“The Freshman Fifteen,” cutting boards, paper and glue, Lauren Andres

mailto:quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu
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Driven by 
values
Dennis Hanno begins his 
journey with Wheaton

By Michael Graca

The major turning point in Dennis Hanno’s profession-
al life coincided with the arrival of his first child, Ted.

He was presiding over a fast-growing account-
ing practice in a small community in upstate New 
York but questioning whether the professional path 
that he had imagined for himself was what he really 
wanted to be doing. It was a subject that he and his 
wife, Susan, had been discussing for some time.

“My analysis with Susan was that I really love 
working with people,” he said, recounting the 
conclusions that emerged from taking stock of 
what he liked about accounting and what was 
important to him for the future. “I love doing new 
things, and I love helping people to understand is-
sues and ideas. Most of all, I knew that I wanted to 
help people improve their lives. And that led me to 
the idea of returning to college to earn a Ph.D.”

Within six months, Hanno had embarked on the 

journey to earn a Ph.D. and begin a career in aca-
demia that would take him from the suburbs of Boston 
to major cities in Europe and Asia to villages in Africa.

Diving in
Fast-forward 33 years. It’s barely one week into 
Hanno’s term as president of Wheaton College 
and a small crowd stands on the lawn between 
the Mars Center for Science and Technology 
and the Haas Athletic Center. The group—Head 
Women’s Basketball Coach Melissa Hodgdon, 
students serving as counselors for her sum-
mer camp, 50 elementary and middle school 
girls and a small crowd of staff members—waits 
for President Hanno, who has been delayed by 
a meeting that has run past its allotted time.

Finally, he jogs down the stairs from the Mars 
Center to the waiting crowd, pulls on a Wheaton 
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athletics T-shirt over his dress shirt and tie, 
and joins the coach and recently gradu-
ated team captain, Sarah Fitzgerald ’14. 

“All right! Hello, everyone. ... We’re here 
today to accept our ‘Chilling for Charity’ 
challenge,” Hodgdon says for the benefit of 
the video camera recording the moment. 
The purpose of the event is to raise money 
to fight cancer; the event itself requires 
an ice cold bucket of water to be dumped 
over the heads of participants, literally. 

When he is introduced, Hanno calls out 
some of his former colleagues at Babson 
College to also take on the challenge and 
then says, “Let’s do it, guys. I don’t think you 
can handle it as well as we can. We’re going 
to be like Mount Rushmore here. We’re not 
even going to move when this water hits us.”  

The new president proves as good as 
his word. Apart from a few deep breaths 
and some shouts of exhilaration (that it’s 
over?), neither he nor Coach Hodgdon 
nor Fitzgerald move as the cascade of ice 
water pours over their heads to the de-
lighted roar of the crowd of onlookers. 

But following a quick celebration, Hanno 

moves to the edge of the crowd. His wife, 
Susan, hands him a towel to dry off, and 
then he rushes back to the Presidents’ 
House for a change of clothing before a 
meeting to delve into the college’s budget. 

The fun event is pure Hanno. 
Throughout his career in higher educa-
tion, he has built a well-deserved reputa-
tion for being spontaneous, extremely 
approachable and engaged in every 
aspect of student life—from the class-
room and conference room to athletic 
fields and every other spot on campus. 

At Babson, where he served most recently 
as its provost and academic vice president, 
Hanno made it a point to announce late-
night pizza parties on social media, just 
hours before arriving in a campus lounge 
with a delivery of 100 pies, for example. 

On one occasion, he not only arranged the 
opening of a group meeting room at 3 a.m. 
so that students from India and Pakistan 
could watch their national teams play 
each other, but he joined them as well. 

The depth and breadth of his connec-
tions to the Babson community prompted 
an informal group of students and graduates 
at the business school to start a very visible 
social media campaign to have Hanno 
named as the institution’s next president. 
After the college’s board of trustees chose 
to appoint former Massachusetts Lieutenant 
Governor Kerry Healey to the post, Hanno 
was promoted to the post of provost, re-
sponsible for overseeing all of the college’s 
graduate and undergraduate programs.

The Wheaton community began to experi-
ence his informal and highly connected style 
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Throughout his career in higher education, he has built a 

well-deserved reputation for being spontaneous, extremely 

approachable and engaged in every aspect of student life—

from the classroom and conference room to athletic fields and 

every other spot on campus.
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almost immediately after his selection as the 
college’s eighth president was announced in 
late February. Students, alumnae/i, faculty 
and staff offered congratulations and mes-
sages of welcome to Hanno on Twitter, 
and he responded with alacrity. In fact, 
the exchanges led to invitations to attend 
campus events, some of which he was able 
to accept, such as WheaTalks, the annual 
event in which 10 students and faculty each 
present an idea or proposal in 10 minutes. 

“I just think that it’s so important to make 
a connection with people,” he said. “I’ve 
always been a big user of social media and 
I try to be an early adopter in any way I 
can. I’m on Twitter, I’m on Facebook, I’m 
on Instagram, which is the new hot place 
for me. I very consciously use it as a tool to 
communicate things about myself and about 
things going on at the institution,” he said. 

“Social media gives us a whole new 
vehicle to connect with a much broader 
audience, particularly when you think about 
alumnae and alumni who are so connected 
to Wheaton. This gives me the opportunity 
to share things with them in an instant.” 

Starting out 
Dennis Hanno learned about the virtues 
of hard work and the power of education 
early. He grew up in a family of six on a 
dairy farm in Glenfield, N.Y., about 50 
miles east of Lake Ontario. The farm, with 
100 cows, was a full-time occupation for 
the family. His father handled the bulk of 
the work, but there was plenty for each 
of his children, and Hanno recalls learn-
ing to drive the tractor early on so that he 
could spread manure on the fields. (He also 
remembers first meeting his wife, Susan, 
when they were children, though only as 
acquaintances. Her father was the veterinar-
ian who cared for the family’s livestock.)

“I always had chores to do every 
day,” he said. “There was never a vaca-
tion. I mean, you couldn’t. You can’t 
say to the cows, ‘Hey, we will be back 
in two weeks,’” he said. “So I never re-
member taking an extended vacation 
of any kind, other than a day to go to 
the state fair, or something like that.” 

Working on the farm taught Hanno an 
early lesson on the importance of “getting 
the job done, no matter what it takes” and 
the power of working as part of a team. 

“On the farm, everybody had a role to 
play. And you learn that no matter how 
trivial your chore might seem—feed-
ing the cows or taking the manure out or 
whatever it was—it absolutely had to be 
done,” he said. “So it was your responsibil-
ity to keep things moving; everyone else 
was going to rely on you to do your job.” 

Education received top billing at the 
Hanno household. “Starting from early 
on, my mother made us all realize that 
education was the key to opportunity, that 
education was the way we could all have an 
impact,” said Hanno, who excelled in school 
and also competed in sports as a three-sea-
son athlete—football, basketball and track. 
“Education was the way that we could open 
up so many different doors for each other.” 

With encouragement from his mother, 
herself a teacher, Hanno applied for 
admission to several colleges, including 
Michigan State and Notre Dame. “And 
when I got into Notre Dame, it was like 
a dream come true,” he said. “The guid-
ance counselor came, pulled me out of 
class, and said, ‘You know, we just heard 
that you got into Notre Dame,’” and it 
seemed like there was some urgency 
around making a decision right away.”

Hanno recalls hesitating over his choice, 
knowing that selecting the University of 
Notre Dame would place a heavy financial 
burden on his family. “I remember the guid-
ance counselor; my mother, who was substi-
tute teaching that day; and I standing in the 
hallway, talking about this, and my mother 
said, ‘If you want to go to Notre Dame, we’ll 
do whatever it takes to get you there.’” 

He pauses for a moment, appreciating 
anew the enormity of that moment and his 
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mother’s determination. “My mother would 
have had to make the extra income, which 
she did by substitute teaching at about $30 
a day, if I remember,” he said. “And when 
I got to Notre Dame, I worked. I worked 
a ton of hours at the cafeteria, and ended 
up taking a job as a bartender later on.” 

Education continues to be a central point 
of emphasis for the Hanno family. His wife, 
Susan, is an elementary school teacher. 
Indeed, they met again as college gradu-
ates, just before Susan took her first teach-
ing job in Boston, and Dennis was poised 
to begin a one-year master’s program in 
accounting. For much of their married life, 
both have worked in education and lived 
as part of a college community. Today, their 
daughter, Emily, also works in education, 
as a Teach For America staff member. 

Making an impact
The idea that education creates op-
portunity represents a central operating 
principle for Hanno, who identified it 
as one of his core values when he was 
introduced to the Wheaton community  
in Cole Memorial Chapel in February. 

“Higher education gave me opportuni-
ties I never dreamed imaginable,” he said. 
“Certainly, I never dreamed that I would 
have the opportunity to be at the head 
of this great institution. What has always 
been important to me is to think about 
how we … can help to create that oppor-
tunity for the people we work with, and 
even spread that opportunity beyond.”

The promise of being able to help others 
to share in the opportunities of educa-
tion spurred Hanno to pursue and earn his 
Ph.D. in accounting from the University 
of Massachusetts Amherst and then to 
take a position teaching accounting, first 
at Boston College, where he taught for 
two years, and then at UMass. Within 
six years, he had been invited to join the 
administration of the university’s Isenberg 
School of Management as its dean for 
undergraduate matters, and he dove 
into the role with remarkable energy. 

Thomas O’Brien, the former dean 
of the Isenberg School, said, “The 

whole community at the University 
of Massachusetts Amherst knew who 
Dennis was. He developed a number of 
programs and activities for undergradu-
ates that enriched their education.”

The former accountant who had chosen 
to major in business rather than history—his 
first undergraduate interest—championed 
the arts and humanities, sciences and 
social sciences for the students enrolled 
at the university’s business school. 

“Higher education offers the opportu-
nity for students to explore the challenges 
of the world from many, many differ-
ent perspectives,” he said. “The context 
that that breadth of study provides is 

critically important in today’s world, and 
it’s why the liberal arts are so impor-
tant, no matter what you plan to do.”

In 2006, when he was recruited to serve 
as the undergraduate dean at Babson 
College in Wellesley, Mass., he brought 
that conviction with him, and worked with 
faculty to revise the school’s curriculum. 
The result was an emphasis on the study 
of liberal arts disciplines for all students 
at the institution and integrated entrepre-
neurial leadership across the campus.

A former colleague, Elizabeth Swanson 
Goldberg, a professor of English and the 
chair of the arts and humanities division at 
Babson, praised his impact at the college. 
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President Hanno sitting in the Office of Admission with his wife, Susan, their son, Ted, and daughter, Emily
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“Dennis consistently put himself on the line 
to ensure that Babson lives up to its com-
mitment to deliver fully half of its credits in 
the liberal arts,” Professor Goldberg said. 
“He also envisioned and implemented a 
range of rich, innovative programs that 
brought liberal arts and entrepreneur-
ship together, almost always with the 
kind of global focus that marks the most 
relevant educational initiatives today.”

Global service
Hanno may be best known for a collection 
of programs that take place at neither UMass 
or Babson but has involved both communi-
ties: business development and entrepre-
neurship workshops for high school students 
that he runs in several African countries. 

The effort began thanks to a chance 
conversation that Hanno had with UMass 
nursing professor Leda McKenry, who had 
been taking nursing students to Ghana to 
conduct vaccinations and health screen-
ings. The people where she was working 
were also interested in receiving assistance 
in business development and technology. 
Intrigued, Hanno jumped at the opportunity. 

“I thought that I would just go once 
or twice and then move on,” he re-
called. “But, the first time I went, I con-
nected with the people that I met with 
in Sekondi and Takoradi, Ghana.” 

Since then, he has been back many 
times, building an entrepreneurship and 
leadership program in which Hanno and 
students, faculty and staff from UMass, 
and later Babson, would lead high school 
students in designing and launching busi-
ness ideas and community-based proj-
ects. The project has expanded over the 
years to Rwanda, Tanzania and Kenya.

“Dr. Hanno has had a tremendous 
impact in our region,” said the Rev. 
Robert Andoh, who leads the Assemblies 
of God Church in Sekondi, Ghana. “He 
is a friend to our community, which has 
been deprived of many things. I person-
ally feel that Dr. Hanno is a man who, 
anywhere he finds himself, the people 
around him will be glad that he is there.”

For his part, Hanno prefers to talk about 

the effect that the work has had on his 
students and himself. When he spoke in 
Cole Chapel, he alluded to his work in 
Africa while extolling the value of service.

“As I have journeyed through life, I have 
figured out that we all have a lot of gifts,” 
Hanno said. “But those gifts only have 
value if we share them with others. … And 
what I have found is that the more you 
share, the more you grow, and that’s both 
as an individual and as a community.”

Hanno expanded on that point in a con-
versation during the summer. “For me, there 
is great satisfaction in working with people 
and seeing that I could have an impact on 
their lives. And what really keeps me going 
back is the fact that I am having an impact 
not only in these communities in Africa but 
also on the people that I take with me.” 

Indeed, it’s work that he intends to 
continue, even as he serves as president 
of Wheaton. Hanno has told numerous 
groups that he plans to lead new trips 
and new programs to Africa, this time 
with Wheaton students as his partners.

Looking ahead
The first order of business for Hanno, 
however, is settling into the role of presi-
dent and organizing the college com-
munity to continue its response to a 
public that is deeply skeptical about 
the value of liberal arts study. 

“Liberal arts colleges face a number of 
pressures, but I believe that two distinct but 
linked criticisms present the most pressing is-
sues,” Hanno said. “First, there is a growing 
belief among some that higher education 
should focus primarily on job training and 
the long-term financial security for students. 

“The second criticism relates to the 

financial model. Many believe that no 
matter what the outcomes for students, 
the liberal arts education model is too 
expensive to be able to sustain. Wheaton, 
along with many other colleges, needs to 
proactively address these criticisms.” 

Given Hanno’s past work champion-
ing the liberal arts, and his appointment 
as Wheaton’s president, it’s no surprise 
to hear him reject those ideas. “I believe 
that a liberal arts education is exactly the 
kind of education that students need: it 
provides them with the intellectual and 
practical skills needed to navigate a complex 
world, not just in a first job but through-
out their lives,” he said,  before adding, 
“We need to be mindful of the sacrifices 
that families make when they invest in 
a Wheaton education, and continue to 
provide the high value and impact that 
makes this investment worthwhile.” 

The new president has been consistent 
in saying that he did not arrive on campus 
with a ready-made plan for the college’s 
future. In fact, he has said that the college 
has many promising initiatives under way 
and that his role will be to help the com-
munity—students, alumnae/i, parents, 
faculty and staff—articulate a shared vision 
for the future. Hanno began that process 
of consultation well before he took of-
fice in July, and he expects to continue 
the work for some months to come. 

But he is quick to add one thing 
that he believes deeply already:

“What Wheaton does now to prepare 
its students is exactly what is needed 
to solve the many challenges facing the 
world today. Innovative and creative solu-
tions can only result from having multiple 
perspectives and views on an issue.” Q
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Dennis Hanno met with the Student Government Association in March as Wheaton’s newly selected president.

mailto:quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu
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Campaign leadership
Kenneth R. Babby ’02

Nancy Pearlstine Conger ’67, co-chair

Deborah Haigh Dluhy ’62

Debra Kent Glidden ’68, co-chair

Thomas Hollister, co-chair

Janet Lindholm Lebovitz ’72

Margaret Dunn Smith ’73

More online
wheatoncollege.edu/giving

Campaign ends with  historic success
Go Beyond: Campaign for Wheaton may be 
officially completed, but the college’s students will 
feel the impact of the effort for years to come.

The eight-year fundraising effort closed on June 30, 
2014, with $137,614,399 in gifts and pledges to support 
student scholarship, faculty and academic programs, 
building new science and athletic facilities, and 
supporting myriad programs with annual contributions. 

“We started the campaign with ambitious 
goals, and the generosity of the Wheaton 
community allowed us to accomplish every 
objective, and go beyond,” said Thomas 
Hollister, chair of the Wheaton Board of 

Trustees. “This extraordinary success has 
strengthened the quality of the programs 
and opportunities that we offer students, 
and has helped place a Wheaton educa-
tion within reach for more families.” 

The campaign’s $137 million final tally 
exceeded the original $120 million target 
that the Board of Trustees set for the cam-
paign when it launched in 2006. Leading 
the effort was a centerpiece of former 
President Ronald A. Crutcher’s tenure. 

“I will always be grateful for the com-
mitment to Wheaton and to the value of 
the liberal arts shown by the thousands of 
alumnae and alumni, parents and friends 
through their generosity,” Crutcher said. 

Leaders in guiding the effort shared his 
gratitude. “Wheaton’s campaign ended 
more than 10 percent over goal. That is a 
huge tribute to the motivation of all our 
donors, who clearly know the impor-
tance of the strong college education 
that Wheaton provides,” said Trustee 

Debra Kent 
Glidden ’68, a 
co-chair of the 
campaign steer-
ing committee. “I have been privileged to 
know many Wheaton students. I know that 
Wheaton makes a differ-
ence in each of their 
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lives and that many stu-
dents have made a differ-

ence in mine.”
The cam-

paign elicited 
broad participation 
from the Wheaton 
community. More 
than 12,000 people 

contributed to the campaign, including 
9,192 alumnae and alumni and 2,060 par-
ents of students and graduates. Leadership 
contributions of $25,000 or more came 

from about 400 individuals, yet accounted 
for just over 90 percent of the total. 

“The success of the campaign can be 
measured on so many levels. It isn’t only 
about the amount raised but the huge out-
pouring of support from Wheaton alumnae/i, 
parents and friends. It is also about the 
enthusiasm that has been generated in mak-
ing Wheaton better and better,” said Trustee 
Nancy Pearlstine Conger ’67, a co-chair 
of the campaign. “All of this took place as 
the worldwide economy collapsed. The 

loyalty and commitment of the Wheaton 
community is extraordinary in good and 
bad times. So many stepped forward in so 
many ways that we truly did ‘go beyond.’”

Wheaton plans to celebrate the end of 
the campaign and pay tribute to everyone 
who made it a success during Homecoming 
Weekend. On the patio outside the Diana 
Davis Spencer ’60 Café, a plaque will be 
dedicated on Friday, October 17, in honor 
of the thousands of alumnae/i, parents and 
friends who contributed to the effort. Q

Campaign ends with  historic success
Go Beyond, by the numbers
Scholarships
More than 220 new scholarships 
now exist to improve access to 
a Wheaton education through 
endowed funds and annual gifts.

$53.3 million

Wheaton Fund
The entire campus—from the 
library and technology to campus 
programming— received much-
needed support through the 
Wheaton Fund.

$35.7 million 

Mars Science Center
We have state-of-the-art 
laboratories, classrooms and 
collaboration space in the 
Mars Center for Science and 
Technology.

$32.6 million

Student-Faculty 
Research
More opportunities are available 
for students to partner with 
professors on research projects, 
supported by new endowed 
funds for student-faculty 
collaborations.

$1.4 million

Nordin Field
There are new opportunities 
for intercollegiate, club and 
intramural sports at the Diane 
Nordin ’80 Athletic Field.

$3.8 million

Academic Programs
New programs and resources for 
students, including $2.4 million 
for academic and faculty support 
and $2.1 million for the Filene 
Center for Academic Advising 
and Career Services. 

$10.6 million
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Major grant supports 
new innovation network
Picture theater students being able 
to digitally track how an audience 
member’s eyes move across the stage 
during a performance and using that 
information to improve a show’s design.

Imagine updated and expanded spaces for 
do-it-yourself projects, where students from 
a variety of disciplines can come together 
and experiment with tools, materials, 
media and technologies to build something 
original, solve problems and inspire others.

Envision additional courses that expand on 
Wheaton’s Connections curriculum, linking 
up seemingly disparate fields like science 
and design in exciting ways, supported 
by the latest technological advances.

These ideas, and other possibilities, will be-
come reality over the next four years, thanks 
to a $500,000 grant awarded to Wheaton by 
the Sherman Fairchild Foundation. The fund-
ing will be used to promote new approaches 
to teaching and learning in the arts and new 
media, and will support the collaborative 
efforts of Wheaton faculty and staff through 
the newly established InterMedia Arts 
Group Innovation Network (IMAGINE).

“This important grant recognizes the 
extraordinary collaborations that are already 
happening on campus, some of which flow 
directly from the Connections curriculum and 

others from the spirit of creative colleague-
ship that Connections inspires,” Provost 
Linda Eisenmann said. “We’ve established 
an environment where faculty and staff 
already want to reach out across disciplines, 
and to bring students along with them.”

The new funding will be used to inte-
grate technology into the arts and arts into 
technology, according to Josh Stenger, 
Hannah Goldberg Professor of Teaching 
Innovation. He will serve as a project 
manager for the grant’s first year, along with 
Touba Ghadessi, associate professor of art 
history and co-founder of the Wheaton 

Institute for the Interdisciplinary Humanities.
“IMAGINE seeks to dispel two stub-

born and onerous fictions: that art is 
not rigorous or technical, and that sci-
ence is not creative,” said Stenger, who 
also coordinates film and new media 
studies. “As is common in the arts and 
sciences, IMAGINE emphasizes project-
based learning. It is a hands-on, minds-on 
enterprise that supports and encourages 
learning by doing both in connection with 
and independent of specific courses.”

The grant money will support develop-
ment of new courses and the transformation 
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of existing courses that integrate the arts and 
technology—about three each year over 
the next four years. Funds will also be used 
to establish student-faculty special-interest 
groups and to pur-
chase new technol-
ogy and equipment 
such as a laser cutter, 
industrial 3-D printer, 
motion-capture 
camera equipment, 
mobile eye-tracking 
equipment and a 
programmable loom.

Assistant Professor of Filmmaking 
Patrick Johnson hopes to draw on the 
resources available through IMAGINE 
this fall when he teaches the First-
Year Seminar “Mobile Storytelling.”

“With the IMAGINE network in place, 
I will be able to hold class sessions in 
locations throughout campus, includ-
ing in FiberSpace, the WCCS record-
ing studio, the Wheaton Autonomous 
Learning Laboratory [WHALE lab], 
the experimental theatre and the slide 
library, and present location-based 
storytelling challenges to the students,” 
Johnson said. “It’s a great opportu-
nity to introduce these different spaces, 

technologies and creative potential 
to members of the freshman class.”

Associate Professor of Computer Science 
Tom Armstrong, founder of the WHALE lab 

and FiberSpace, said 
he is looking forward 
to bringing the two 
spaces together in 
one room with new 
equipment. The new 
space will be called 
Making@Wheaton.

“Wheaton strongly 
believes in the 

power and value of a connected, inter-
disciplinary curriculum,” Armstrong said. 
“This grant will allow us to combine and 
expand the WHALE lab and FiberSpace, 
making new opportunities for computa-
tional thinking available to all interested 
Wheaton students, staff and faculty.”

These and other projects will be 
introduced to Wheaton in the com-
ing four years, and professors are ex-
cited to see how students respond.

As Johnson put it: “The IMAGINE 
network is an amazing sandbox. But 
like a sandbox, it’s not the sand or 
the box that’s really important, it’s the 
castles that the students make.” Q

“IMAGINE seeks to dispel two 

stubborn and onerous fictions: 

that art is not rigorous or 

technical, and that science is 

not creative.”

Josh Stenger, Hannah Goldberg Professor of 
Teaching Innovation

WHALE lab, left; WCCS recording studio, above. A visiting artist, above right, demonstrates the art of 
bookbinding during a workshop for students, faculty and staff in FiberSpace. A FiberSpace visitor, right, 
works on a project, and students and Associate Professor of Theatre Stephanie Burlington Daniels, below, 
have a discussion in the Kresge Experimental Theatre.
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Earth 
under the microscope
Senior seminar explores our impact on the 

planet from every angle
By Andrew Faught

Anthropocene.
It’s hard to say. It’s tricky to spell. Few 

people have even heard of the word. 
But it could be one of the most 

significant descriptors in any 
language, considering that the future 
of the globe may depend on how 
well people understand it, are willing 
to engage in discussion about it, and 
can critically think about their own 
role in issues raised by the concept.

Coined in the early 1980s, Anthropocene is 
a geologic designation that suggests for the first 
time that human beings—and not just natural 
forces—are shaping the earth’s ecosystem 
through business practices and lifestyles that 
contribute to everything from global warming 
to habitat destruction and health pandemics.

In a world just starting to acknowledge 
the implications, Wheaton College students 
are at the leading edge of inquiry, thanks 
to a new BIO 401 Senior Seminar course, 
“Enter the Anthropocene,” offered last fall.

The discussion-based course created 
by Associate Professor of Biology Shawn 
McCafferty was a novel rendering of BIO 
401. The seminar—a “capstone” course 
designed to give soon-to-be graduates 
the chance to apply knowledge gained 
in pursuit of their major to a culminating 
Wheaton experience—is offered annually 
and is taught on a rotating basis among 
biology faculty members. Professors come 

ILLUSTRATION BY DAVID LAFERRIERE
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up with their own themes for the seminar.
For the first time, BIO 401 was pre-

sented through cross-curricular perspectives 
from 11 faculty members across divi-
sions. Students spent the semester looking 
beyond the sciences—to religion, philoso-
phy, anthropology and art, among other 
disciplines—to consider mankind’s role 
in causing, and subsequently addressing, 
environmental issues ranging from global 
climate change and pollution to the mass 
extinction of plant and animal species.

McCafferty says he came up with the 
idea for the collaborative course to meet 
his students’ broad range of interests 
and backgrounds, but also to highlight a 
topic that is garnering increasing atten-
tion in academic and policy circles alike. 

Human beings already are strain-
ing the planet’s resources, and chal-
lenges, along with a fair share of 
soul-searching, are mounting.

Nearly 7 billion people already oc-

cupy planet Earth, and that number is still 
growing. By 2050, the total is expected 
to surge to 9.6 billion inhabitants, accord-
ing to the United Nations. A report by the 
London-based Royal Society, a group of 
distinguished scientists, says continued 
population growth and rapid urbanization 
will be the equivalent of adding one new 
city of 1 million people every five days 
between now and 2050. By 2025, there 
will be about 600 cities spanning the globe 
with populations of 1 million or more. In 
1900, only 16 cities reached that threshold.

When Valerie Gikas ’14, an environmental 
science major, considers this, she worries 
about how the crowded planet will survive, 
given the seemingly insatiable and growing 

demand for materials and resources and 
the resulting stress on the environment.

“How do we approach this prob-
lem?” she wonders. “Is it more benefi-
cial to start at an individual level or take 
a political approach? Can it be solved 
through activism, or through educating 
young people about the environment?”

It’s not the typical concern of most col-
lege students, but it was front and center 
last fall in a classroom in the Mars Center 
for Science and Technology, where 21 
students tackled some big questions. 

“Are we living in the Anthropocene?”
“What evidence have we collected to docu-

ment our impact on the earth?”
“What are the next steps we can take? 

What are our options, and do we have moral 
obligations?”

“What insights do other disciplines offer, 
from the humanities as well as from science?”

Gikas and her classmates were required to 

Anthropocene: relating to or denoting the current geological age, viewed as 
the period during which human activity has been been the dominant influence 
on climate and the environment. A combination of the Greek roots: anthropo- 
meaning “human” and -cene meaning “new.” All epochs in the Cenozoic Era 
end in “-cene.”

KEITH NORDSTROM

Nearly 7 billion people already occupy planet Earth, and that number 

is still growing. By 2050, the total is expected to surge to 9.6 billion 

inhabitants, according to the United Nations. 
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reach far and wide across disciplines to seek 
answers that could have global implications. 

“It’s easier to solve the problem 
when you get the different perspec-
tives,” she says. “You’re tackling more 
of it when you come at it that way.”

Biology major Melissa Darnley ’14 agrees: 
“We’re living in a world now where you 
can’t stay in your own little niche. You have 
several other niches, even within science, 
that you need to come into contact with 
every day. If you don’t understand where 
other people are coming from or what their 
train of thought is, you can’t connect with 
them and come up with a solution to a 
problem. There’s a wide range of people on 
the earth with different opinions and differ-
ent mindsets. With that comes the need to 
have everybody on board to make changes.”

For many of the students, the very word—
Anthropocene—was an unfamiliar concept.

“I had heard the name floating around, 
but never really captured it in a concrete 
way,” says Carolyn Decker ’14, an environ-
mental science major. “We did spend quite 
a bit of time at the beginning of the seminar 
asking, ‘What exactly are we talking about 
here? What does it mean and how does it 
apply in all of these interdisciplinary ways?’”

Decker and her classmates explored 
the concept through research papers on 
varied topics, which they wrote by con-
sulting peer-reviewed scientific research, 
and then made oral presentations. 

Gikas explored the impact of consum-
erism on the planet in her 
research; Elizabeth Meyer ’14 
(pictured on page 31), a biology 
major, wrote about how com-
mercial whaling affects marine 
ecosystems; and environmental 
science major Rose Harris ’14 
considered whether our attempt 
to replicate nature in our living 
and office spaces is distancing 
us from real nature and interest 
in environmental concerns.

In their papers, students 
weren’t required to propose 
solutions to their high-stakes 
topics, but many did.

For example, in her 

PowerPoint presentation titled “Amphibians 
in the Anthropocene: The Effects of 
Roads on Frogs and Salamanders,” 
Decker proposed more collaboration 
among ecologists, urban planners and 
geographers to protect amphibians.

Up to 95 percent of road mortalities 
are amphibians—more than other verte-
brate animals, according to her findings.  
“Amphibians are a bellwether for ecosys-
tem health,” she says. “They’re important 
in a lot of ways. They’re a food source 
for a lot of people, and they’re one of the 
main organisms that eat mosquitoes.”

Regardless of their majors and academic 
backgrounds, students found themselves 
immersed in challenges that spilled across 
the educational spectrum. As Stephen Das 
’14, a biology major, notes: “It showed us 
how everything we’re learning can be used 
to help understand the world around us.”

Faculty across divisions contributed to 
the debate by hosting discussions with the 
class on topics they thought were relevant 
to the theme. Presenters included Peter 
Coco, Library and Information Services 
digital learning liaison, and professors Jani 
Benoit (chemistry), Jonathan Brumberg-
Kraus (religion), Teresa Celada (philosophy), 
Geoffrey Collins (geology), Barbara Darling-
Smith (religion), Jason Goodman (physics), 

John Kricher (biology), Scott Shumway 
(biology), Josh Stenger (film studies and 
English), M. Gabriela Torres (anthropol-
ogy) and Russell Williams (economics).

Students also guided discussions. In 
addition, they created and hosted a blog 
based on the coursework and classroom 
discussions. McCafferty even asked blog-
gers to submit the title of a song or lyrics 
to form a “Playlist for the Anthropocene.” 
Entries included “It’s the End of the World 
as We Know It” by R.E.M., “Bad Moon 
Rising” by Creedence Clearwater Revival,” 
and McCafferty’s own submission, Samuel 
Barber’s melancholy Adagio for Strings. 
(“If a video detailing man’s environmen-
tal transgressions played in my head, this 
would be the soundtrack,” he says.)

McCafferty’s approach makes good on 
calls from the international Rachel Carson 
Center for Environment and Society, which 
says the Anthropocene “demands transdis-
ciplinarity … and (it) challenges established 
demarcation lines within academia.”

A 2013 report by the center, which works 
to strengthen the role of the humanities in 
current political and scientific debates about 
the environment, shows that a lively debate 
among international thought leaders is under-
way about the philosophical, legal, aesthetic, 
pedagogical and cultural implications of the 
era at hand. The center, based in Munich, 
Germany, holds ongoing colloquia, confer-
ences and workshops on the environment.

“Clearly, the idea of humanity’s over-
whelming impact on the 
planet has as much relevance 
to the ecology-minded as 
it would for the cellular- 
and molecular-minded,” 
McCafferty says. “Not 
only does the idea of the 
Anthropocene cover what 
will arguably be some of 
the most important issues 
our students will face as 
they get older, it is ripe for 
cross-curricular exploration.

“As scientists, we’re 
more prepared to think 
about the ideas and the 
concepts behind global 

KEITH NORDSTROM

Professor Shawn McCafferty

Regardless of their majors and 

academic backgrounds, students 

found themselves immersed in 

challenges that spilled across 

the educational spectrum.
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climate change and ecosystem disrup-
tions,” McCafferty adds. “But we need to 
go back and ask, ‘How does this come 
back and impact us as humans?’ This is 
challenging students to think in differ-
ent ways. To me, this is what a liberal arts 
education is all about. It’s going beyond 
the cold, empirical scientific approach.”

When the professor sent a campus-
wide email soliciting speakers for the 
seminar, the response was so robust 
that he couldn’t include everybody; 11 
guest speakers addressed the class.

One of those answering McCafferty’s 
call was Assistant Professor of Religion 
Barbara Darling-Smith, who teaches a 
course called “Religion and Ecology.” 

While faith and science have long expe-
rienced a troubled coexistence, the seminar 
offered an open— and welcoming—floor.

“The most important thing religion brings 
to the discussion is a sense of hopeful-
ness,” Darling-Smith says, echoing the 
message she shared with students during 
her presentation, titled “Can Religion Help 
Humans Be at Home on This Planet?”

“Religions can provide community and 
solidarity, which is important in feeling as 
though one’s own efforts are making a dif-
ference,” she says. “Religions also all have 

some sense of the transcendent, which can 
inspire our own efforts to work for positive 
change with regard to the negative effects 
of human activity on the environment.

M. Gabriela Torres, associate profes-
sor of anthropology, in her presenta-
tion, “Favelas of Rio de Janeiro: A 
Discussion on How Inequality Shapes 
Environments and Cultures,” considered the 
Anthropocene by looking at the econom-
ics of privilege and scarcity in Brazilian 
slums known as favelas. She focused 
on how humans react to environmental 
constraints born of income inequality.

“The students were able to see how 
cultural practices are not just things that 
are because they are, but they’re shaped 
by environments,” Torres says. “They 
were also able to see that we shape 
our environments by our cultural prac-
tices. It’s not a simple process in which 
we shape the environment, or the envi-
ronment shapes us. It goes both ways.”

Torres adds that the liberal arts fram-
ing of the Anthropocene makes students 
very agile thinkers. “If you think about 
human existence, it doesn’t occur in the 
neat disciplinary categorizations that we’d 
like to give them. Humans are extremely 
complex, and we can’t get a picture of 

humanity from any one of these disciplines.”
Not everyone is ready to anoint the 

Anthropocene a new geologic epoch, 
however. Some in the scientific com-
munity point to the lack of stratigraphic 
evidence, or changes in rock lay-
ers, as a lack of definitive proof.

“I can argue it either way,” says geology 
professor Geoff Collins, a planetary scientist 
who was one of the featured seminar speak-
ers. “There are some reasons to think that 
humans may have a large, lasting impact, and 
there are other reasons to think that much 
of our impact will be erased very quickly, 
geologically speaking. An informative thought 
experiment is to contemplate the question: 
‘If dinosaurs had a technological civilization 
for several centuries, what evidence would 
be left today, sixty-five million years later?’”

What’s not disputed is that humans will 
continue to exert influence—for better or for 
worse—for years to come. There is no short-
age of ways to consider such an impact.

And for students like Das, the over-
riding question to keep asking is: 
“What kind of planet do we want to 
leave for the next generation?” Q

Andrew Faught is a California-based free-
lance writer.

KEITH NORDSTROM
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ALUMNAE/I ASSOCIATION NEWS

Reunion rocks, 
rain or shine
Photos by Keith Nordstrom and Nicki Pardo
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ALUMNAE/I ASSOCIATION NEWS

Alumnae/i board candidates
Collectively, they have served on many Wheaton committees; attended Reunions, 
Alumnae/i Leadership Conferences and other events; held positions as class officers; and 
remained highly engaged representatives of the college since graduating. Here are the new 
candidates for the Alumnae/i Association Board of Directors:
Makiyah Moody ’00
Governance initiatives director, Louisiana 
Association of Public Charter Schools

ALUMNAE/I TRUSTEE

Alumnae/i and Parent Admission Committee 
(APAC), 2001–14; Black Alumnae/i Steering 
Committee, 2005

“I have stayed connected 
and committed to Wheaton 
through an annual gift, as 
well as through the many 
friendships that developed 
while being immersed in 
stimulating classes or just 
sharing chicken tenders 
at the Loft. As a member of the Alumnae/i 
Association Board, I want to inspire alum 
engagement, be of service to Wheaton in whatever 
meaningful way that I can, and connect with other 
Wheaties along the way.” 

Kathryn Leiby Schneider ’06
Events and outreach manager for Hope & Heroes 
Children’s Cancer Fund, New York 

NOMINATING COMMITTEE CHAIR

Wheaton Club regional contact, 2010–14; APAC 
2010–14

“My mom is a Wheatie, Class 
of 1971. On a college trip to 
visit Boston and Providence, 
she suggested we stop by 
Wheaton for a ‘no pressure’ 
interview. I loved it so much I 
applied early. I feel that with 
all that Wheaton has given 
me, it is important to give back. I’m proud that 
through my financial and volunteer contributions I 
am able to support the campus as well as current, 
former and future students. And I’m looking 
forward to joining the board and working to 
encourage more alums from all class years to get 
involved. The more people we have at the table, 
the more we can do.”

James Eberhart ’03
Higher-mathematics teacher, Miss Hall’s School, 
Pittsfield, Mass.

RECOGNITION COMMITTEE CHAIR

Class president, 2014–18; Annual Giving 
Committee, 2014–15; Alumnae/i Recognition 
Committee, 2010–13

“I have a deep family 
connection to Wheaton. One 
of my aunts and my maternal 
grandmother are both 
Wheaton graduates. Also, 
my paternal grandfather 
was a visiting professor for 
one year. As a member of 
the class officer team, it has been nice to get the 
chance to reach out to classmates I was not as 
close to and get to know them and how they are 
doing. I also try to get back to campus whenever 
I can, for events like the Alumnae/i Leadership 
Conference or Reunion, or, occasionally, I’ll just 
wander around campus and pop in for a late-night 
mocha at the Lyons Den. I am hoping to learn more 
about the way that Wheaton connects with its 
alums and strengthen that connection. We have 
a very strong core group of alums. I’d like to find 
ways to reconnect with those who may have lost 
touch.”

Molly Galler ’06
Account supervisor at Mullen, an advertising 
agency in Boston

DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS

Annual Giving Committee, 2011–14; Social 
Media Advisory Committee, 2010–12

“I’ve stayed connected to 
Wheaton as a volunteer 
for Alumnae/I Relations 
and the Filene Center, as a 
member of the Annual Giving 
Committee, and now as a 
member of the Alumnae/i 
Board. I’d like to primarily 
focus on how we spread the word to alums about 
what’s happening on campus, so they can attend 
events and participate in activities and groups that 
interest them.”

Stephen Larkin ’92
Real estate agent at the Corcoran Group, New York

NATIONAL REUNION CHAIR

Social Media Advisory Committee chair, 
2012; APAC, 1995–2013; Alumnae/i Board of 
Directors, 1993–97

“I’ve stayed very connected with alums because so 
many are still close friends. 
We attend each other’s 
weddings, graduations. We 
visit each other on weekends, 
vacation together, grab drinks 
or dinner, if we live in the 
same towns and cities. And 
here in Manhattan, I’m always just bumping into 
fellow Wheaton alums on the streets. My number one 
goal as national Reunion chair is to help generate 
enough excitement and enthusiasm to persuade 
a lot of very busy and far-flung people to put their 
jobs, families and friends on hold and get back to 
campus. Reunion Weekend is magical, eye-opening 
and inspiring on so many levels. I don’t want anyone 
to miss out.”

Elena Wong ’07
West Coast regional admission counselor at Drew 
University

WHEATON FUND NATIONAL CO-CHAIR 

Wheaton Club Committee, 2013–14; 
Presidential Search Focus Group, 2013; 
Wheaton Fund chair, 2010–17

“After my graduation in 2007, 
I was hired and worked in the 
Wheaton admission office for 
five years. Not only was I able 
to meet alums who lived all 
over the country and world, but 
I also had the honor of helping 
to bring in future Wheaties. I 
hope that we, as the board, will look closely at how 
we are connecting with alums—locally, through 
social media, or by bringing them back to campus. We 
must also think critically about how we can provide 
opportunities for prospective students to choose 
such a special place like Wheaton for their college 
education. That way we ensure that we continue to 
maintain our wonderful alumnae/i network.” Q
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Sweet lesson
Alumnus returns to give talk on chocolate

Before bringing his lecture, “Heureux chocolat: The 
History of chocolate in France,” to Wheaton this 
spring, Skye Paine ’00 rehearsed the talk at home in 
front of his two children, ages 6 and 8. Impressively, 
they listened attentively to the hourlong lecture.

Then again, there was a bar 
of chocolate sitting in front 
of them the whole time.

Preparing to give the same 
talk to a room full of adults 
at Knapton Hall, Paine nod-
ded to a table in the front 
piled with French chocolate 
bars and told his audience, 
“I think you will enjoy it at 
least as much as they did.”

It was a safe assumption.
Paine, who studied art history and 

French at Wheaton and now works as an 
assistant professor of French at SUNY–
Brockport, was invited to speak at his alma 
mater by Professor of French Studies Kirk 
Anderson—the same man who convinced 
him as a freshman to major in French.

Paine spent a semester of his junior year 
at Wheaton studying in Paris and wrote his 
senior honors thesis on French rap group 
IAM. He won a Fulbright Scholarship to 
teach English at a French secondary school 
after college and went on to earn a Ph.D. 
in French literature from the University 
of California, Santa Barbara. He has been 
teaching at the State University of New 
York’s Brockport campus since 2010.

“I love it,” Paine said of teaching. 
“Sometimes people have professions and 
sometimes they have vocations; a vocation 
is what you’re called to do. I didn’t really 
think I’d find a vocation, but when I teach 
French it feels that way, like I’m genuinely 
trying to spread the good word of French.”

And one way of spreading that good 
word is to talk about chocolate.

The idea for the lecture came from a 
shop owner in Paine’s current hometown of 
Pittsford, N.Y., who asked Paine if he could 
come give a talk on French chocolate. “I 

just said, ‘Of course,’” he recalled. “She told 
me the date was maybe five weeks away, 
and then I went home and said, ‘Well, I’d 
better learn a lot about French chocolate.’”

During his research, Paine discovered 
three “tastemakers” who helped bring 
chocolate to fashion in French society: 
aristocrat Madame de Sévigné, author Jean 
Anthelme Brillat-Savarin and chocolatier 
Robert Linxe. He also learned that the 
word chocolate comes from the Aztec term 
“xocolatl,” meaning “bitter water,” and 
that in its early days chocolate was taken 
as a strong, hot drink in French salons. 
He also uncovered chocolate’s less savory 
ties to colonialism and slavery—lessons 
he imparted during his talk at Wheaton.

His lecture concluded with a tasting of 
three chocolate bars, each made from a 
different cacao bean grown in a different 
part of the world—Indonesia, Cuba and 
São Tomé. Paine asked audience members 
to follow three steps in the tasting: First, to 
consider the scent of the chocolate, particu-
larly at its breaking point; second, to place 
the chocolate on their tongues and allow it 
to reach body temperature; and third, to ob-
serve more than just the taste—for example, 
whether the texture was smooth or grainy.

The experiment was undoubtedly a success. 
Anderson said he was proud to have 

Paine back to speak at Wheaton. “When I 
asked him to come speak, he passingly men-
tioned he had a talk on chocolate. I thought, 
we’ll never have a more appealing topic 
for a lecture,” Anderson said. “If we can’t 
get people to come to a lecture on choco-
late, I don’t know what we would do.” Q

—Becca Manning
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Who doesn’t love to talk about chocolate and eat it, 
too? Skye Paine ’00 had a captive audience when 
he came to campus last spring for a lecture on the 
history of chocolate and a tasting.

mailto:quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu
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Guidelines
Upcoming Deadlines

Winter 2015:  Sept. 30, 2014
Spring 2015:  Jan. 6, 2015
Summer 2015:  March 10, 2015
Fall 2015:  June 23, 2015

These deadlines apply to class 
secretaries and their columns. 
Submissions from classmates should 
be made directly to class secretaries 
before these deadlines. 

We cannot guarantee the 
publication of class notes received 
after the deadline as production 
schedules and resources require 
strict deadline compliance.

Photo Guidelines

Traditional photographic prints 
(made from a negative) or digital 
photos can be submitted to the 
Quarterly for publication. 

Tips for Digital Photos

• In general, digital photos should be 
taken on the highest-quality setting.
• Digital photos should be 4 x 6 
inches or larger and 300 dpi. 
• Save the photo as a TIFF or JPEG 
and email it as an attachment to 
quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu.

How to Submit Class Notes

Email: Email your notes to  
quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu. 
(Subject line: class Notes “year”)

By fax: (508) 286-8228

By post: Yes, the postperson is still 
welcome at our door. You may mail 
columns or your news to:

class Notes 
Wheaton Quarterly 
Wheaton college 
Norton, MA 02766 

Questions? 
We are here to help tackle any 
questions, concerns or problems that 
come up as you work on your class 
notes. 

News about members of classes that 
are not listed or do not have a class 
secretary may be submitted to the 
Wheaton Quarterly, preferably by email.
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Sally Bachelder Keil ’72 immersed  
in royal matters
You never know what lies buried beneath a park-
ing lot. It might be the last place to look for a king. 

Yet, the skeletal remains of King Richard III, 
the British monarch whose 
26-month reign in the 15th cen-
tury was the shortest in English 
royal history, were discovered 
last year buried underneath a 
parking lot in Leicester, England.

Unbelievably, the bones were 
discovered on the first day of 
digging. The entire exhumation 
was celebrated as vindication 
for members of the Richard III 
Society, a group of admirers 
of the much-maligned king.

Sally Bachelder 
Keil ’72, the member-
ship chair of the American branch of the 
Richard III Society, did not expect him to 
be found at all, let alone so quickly.

Though reticent to admit to it, Keil played 
an important role in the rediscovery of the lost 
king’s remains. At the 11th hour, two weeks 
before the dig was set to commence, the or-
ganizers were short on funds, in need of more 
than $17,000, or the entire project would be 
postponed indefinitely. Having only just taken 
on the role of membership chair, Keil digitized 
the society membership information, mak-
ing contact information easier to access. 

She leaned on her graduate degree in infor-
mation science, and on her experience as the 
founder of AcquiData, an information-manage-
ment software company, to help her with the 
project. The brand-new database of hundreds 
of Ricardians made it so that when Keil and 
her fellow society leaders heard of the need for 
money, they were able to swiftly send out the 
call for funds to the society members. In two 
weeks, more than $22,000 was raised from 
loyal Ricardians worldwide, saving the project.

It was a rather ignominious interment for 
royalty, despite the brevity of Richard III’s reign, 
and the scandal that surrounded it. The most 
well-known account of his life and kingship is 
found in Shakespeare’s play, written late in the 

16th century, depicting Richard as a villainous 
and murderous man replete with a hunchback. 
Only two years into his reign, a rebellion led 

by Henry Tudor ended with 
Richard’s death during the 
Battle of Bosworth Field. The 
House of Tudor claimed the 
throne for the next century, 
until Elizabeth I’s death.

Keil and her compatriots in 
the Richard III Society believe 
that Shakespeare’s depic-
tion of the king amounts to 
base and cruel slander, an 
example of Tudor propaganda 
penned by an advocate for 
their claims to the throne.

 “Shakespeare wrote 
plays, not history,” Keil remarks dur-
ing an interview over the phone.

Keil’s interest in Richard III began at an early 
age when she read a book in middle school 
about English history. As an English major, she 
didn’t specifically study the history of Richard III 
at Wheaton, but she notes that her time at the 
college helped her develop critical thinking, the 
kind of approach that would question the verac-
ity of Shakespeare’s account of the king’s life. 
“You learn to think critically, to read critically, to 
analyze what you are reading, to move beyond 
what is in front of you; you aren’t learning how 
to do something, you are learning how to think.”

After a protracted legal battle over the re-
mains, the king’s new tomb will be built in 
Leicester, where his remains were discovered.

As the legal battle wages on, the King 
Richard III Society, and Keil, will definitely 
be watching closely. And regardless of where 
the king’s remains are entombed, you can 
bet she will be there for the ceremony. 

 The Worcester, Mass., Telegram and 
Gazette featured a story about Keil 
and the society last September.

—Abe Stein
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Jasmine Sewell ’99 coordinates painting of Crutcher

In celebration of his decade of leadership 
at Wheaton College, the college’s Board 
of Trustees commissioned a portrait of 

President Ronald 
A. Crutcher, which 
is now displayed 
on campus in 
Park Hall.

Instrumental in 
helping to make 
this happen was 
Jasmine Sewell 
’99, founder 
of Sewell Fine 

Portraiture, LLC. Last December, the board 
turned to her to find the perfect artist for the 
job. Based in New York City, Sewell’s com-
pany helps to connect those seeking to com-
mission portraits with some of the world’s 
leading portrait painters and sculptors.

“More than one hundred years ago, 
with the advent of photography, many 
people wondered whether painted por-
traits were outmoded,” said Sewell. “Artists 
remain busy with commissions, however. 
Portraiture is still very much alive and well.”

To prepare for the work, Sewell, who 
majored in art history, French and Italian at 
Wheaton, met with President Crutcher to 
view the portraits of past Wheaton presidents 
and to talk about his preferences in artistic 
style. He took an immediate liking to the 
work of James Tennison, a talented realist 

portrait and landscape painter, said Sewell.
Once Tennison was chosen, the painter 

and president spent time getting to know 
each other. Tennison read biographi-
cal information and watched videos of 
some of Crutcher’s speeches. The artist 
toured the campus and had lunch with 
Sewell and the Crutchers at the Presidents’ 
House, where all agreed that the presi-
dent should be painted with his cello 
and wearing his trademark bow tie.

While much of portraiture today may 
be based on photography, Sewell said, 
“A painted portrait captures much more 
than a quick snapshot of an individual. 
During a sitting there will undoubtedly be 
interesting conversation between art-
ist and sitter—a much-needed interlude 
in our overly technological existence.”

In this case, the artist was treated to a 
beautiful cello concert as he took more 
than 800 photos of President Crutcher pos-
ing in Mary Lyon Hall. Tennison worked 
from a single photograph to produce a 
40-inch x 30-inch portrait in oils, which 
is now among the collection of portraits 
of presidents displayed in Park Hall.

Sewell traces her passion for portrai-
ture back to her days at Wheaton. “I took 
my first art history and studio art classes 
at Wheaton and by accident got into a 
field that combines both. Portraiture is 
the painter’s ultimate challenge and, by 

its very nature, documents history.”
The tradition of portraiture is not just 

alive—it’s exciting, too. Sewell has worked 
with presidents, royalty, military lead-
ers, and academics, to name just a few.

“I meet interesting individuals from all 
walks of life, and work with some of the 
greatest painters around. This makes each 
day different than the last and very excit-
ing,” she said. “When I was a student, never 
did it occur to me that I would have the 
opportunity to honor the president of my 
alma mater in this way. It was with pride 
and joy that I participated in this project.”

—Elizabeth Meyer ’14

Your gift. Your way.

Every life has stages.
Wheaton has a gift plan for everyone. Planning for and protecting your 
future includes thoughtful gift planning throughout your life. During your 
later years, for example, you might consider establishing a charitable gift 
annuity that will benefit you or your loved ones in your lifetime, and then 
future generations of Wheaton students.

Find out more about how you can give for the future right now. 

Call the Office of Gift Planning at 508-286-3459 or online at 
wheatoncollege.edu/gift-planning.

mailto:quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu
http://www.sewellfp.com/
http://www.sewellfp.com/
http://www.jamestennison.com/


Trading corporate life for culinary bliss
I graduated from Wheaton as an economics 
major, paired with a management minor, and 
my goal was to eventually obtain my M.B.A. 
and keep climbing the rungs of the corporate 
ladder until I was the next big CEO. However, 
when I discovered that the path I was on 
was not the right one for 
me, I changed direction.

Today, I am the head 
pastry chef at Baked 
(www.bakednyc.com), 
an award-winning neigh-
borhood bakery in 
Brooklyn, N.Y. My goal 
now is to one day own my 
own bakery. This is my second act.

Immediately after graduating from 
Wheaton, I moved to New York City to work 
at a law firm auditing cable companies, 

domestically and abroad, 
on behalf of the major mo-
tion picture studios. It took 
me almost four years at the 
firm before I realized this 
was not where I wanted to 
grow old, and that I needed 
to switch gears and do 
something that I actually 

wanted to do, something that brings me joy.
For me, the “aha” moment wasn’t, “I 

want to quit my day job and be a baker;” 
it was, “I’m not happy here.” The work 
didn’t excite me, and I realized that your 
work should contribute to your happiness. 

So I enrolled at the International Culinary 
Center in SoHo while still working at the 
firm, received a degree in classic pastry arts, 
and said goodbye to my corporate life.  

I’ve been baking ever since I was a kid. 
Both of my parents were great cooks, so that 

always left dessert 
up to me. Being in 
a kitchen and bak-
ing is something 
I feel like I could 
do forever. There 
is something so 

incredibly satisfying about measuring out the 
ingredients, preparing each recipe, putting the 
product into the oven, smelling the aroma as 
it bakes, and then sharing it with your custom-
ers. The fulfillment of literally seeing the fruits 
of my daily labor is the most rewarding part 
of my day. I love knowing that my daily work 
contributes directly to others’ celebrations.

My biggest struggle throughout the past few 
years was that I worried that my economics 
degree would be “wasted.” But now I know 
that no education is ever wasted. I apply all of 
my economics knowledge to my life running 
the bakery, paying attention to trends, custom-
er demand, the cost of goods bought versus 
those sold, the fluctuation of ingredient prices, 
as well as analyzing and setting sales goals.

This fall marks four years since I 
switched gears, and it was one of the 
best decisions I’ve ever made. Going to 
work every day feels like a dream.

—Molly Marzalek-Kelly ’06

Have you staged a second act in your career?
The Wheaton Quarterly wants to know. Email us and 
tell us about it at quarterly@wheatonma.edu.

Second Acts
Life is a work in progress. Sometimes the career path 
is a meandering adventure. Here, in her own words, 
Molly Marzalek-Kelly ’06 tells us about her road to 
happiness in our occasional ongoing series featuring 
alums who have rethought their ways forward.

My tips for staging a second act:
DON’T BE AFRAID to admit when you’re 
unhappy; it helps you realize that a change 
needs to be made.

FIND A SUPPORT SYSTEM; you’ll need friends 
and family to remind you why you’re doing this. 

COMMIT TO THE CHANGE and don’t look back; 
focus on the fact that this transition will make 
you a stronger and (hopefully) happier person.  

ANY TIME you’re about to talk yourself out of a 
major life transition, remember that there are 
always a million reasons not to do something. 
Be brave. Be courageous. Be determined. You 
are so much stronger than you know. 

Stay connected
Has your last name 
changed due to a change 
in marital status? 

Did you move recently? 
Do you have a new email 
address? 

We want to know. 

Please keep Wheaton 
updated with your latest 
information. 

Go to wheatoncollege.
net. Once you are on the 

page, look for the link on 
the right-hand side that 
says “update my info.” 
Please note that in order 
to update your contact 
information, you will need 
to join/register for the 

online community.

Too complicated? 

Email your updated 
information to alum@
wheatoncollege.edu.

http://www.bakednyc.com/


Newsmaker: A multimillion-dollar idea
Unsure of what to do after graduation (but 
pretty sure he didn’t want to work in a 
cubicle), Colin Fahey ’11 started brainstorm-
ing ideas with high-school pal Scott Pirrello, 
a Merrimack College grad. After “rattling 
off bad idea after bad idea,” they thought of 
renting televisions to college students. “I had 
a good feeling that there was a need for it,” 
says Fahey, an economics major. “Wheaton 
has a lot of international students, and when 
everyone’s moving out, a lot of them end up 
having to throw away valuable stuff because 
it’s such a pain to ship it back home or try 
to sell it. We thought, people rent micro-
fridges; why not TVs?” He and Pirrello 
established a partnership with electronics 
producer VIZIO and launched CampusTVs 

in fall 2012, starting at seven 
schools, including Wheaton. The 
next year, they expanded to 50 
colleges nationwide. This fall, 
they expect to rent to students at 
300 institutions. CampusTV part-
ners with a national moving and 
storage company that delivers the 
TVs to campus for move-in, and 
campus reps install the TVs. It’s 
a business model that seems to be working. 
As noted in an April 2014 Boston Business 
Journal article, CampusTVs has attracted 
$2.2 million in funding from Boston invest-
ment firm Nauta Capital—money that is 
helping CampusTVs expand its workforce 
and relocate from a small office in Weston, 

Mass., to a larger place in Boston. 
It’s also enabling Fahey, the chief 
operating officer, to finally take 
a salary. So what has he learned 
from this venture? “The most 
important skill when starting 
or running your own business 
is the ability to problem solve. 
Every day I’m solving hundreds 
of large and small problems,” he 

says. “At Wheaton I took a wide variety of 
classes that taught me to look at problems 
through many different lenses. I believe 
that skill has carried over to my business 
career and allows me to be a better leader.”

—Becca Manning

Jon Huss ’98 
debuts album

When Jon Huss ’98 first ar-
rived at Wheaton, he was a shy 
person. That changed during 
his freshman year once he 
found an outlet for his pas-
sion for music after attending a 
party at a house on campus.

The party was on the first 
floor, but Huss, who plays 
the guitar, drums and key-
board, was drawn to the 
sounds of a jam session go-
ing on down in the basement. 
So, he went to take a look.

 “I watched and listened for a 
few minutes and realized they 
were mostly playing covers 
of classic rock bands like Led 
Zeppelin, the Who, the Grateful 
Dead and Rush, which is the 
music I and many musicians of 
that time had spent hours on end learn-
ing and practicing as teenagers,” he said.

When one of the seniors at the 
party invited Huss to join in on the 
drums, he was happy to oblige.

That experience sparked his four-year-
long association with the Wheaton music 

scene in which he formed 
bands with students and 
performed gigs around 
campus, including at the 
Loft and during spring 
break weekend. The 
journey also has led to his 
first album, “When All of 
Us Were Fine,” which he 

recorded with Frank Palmeri as the duo 
called North & West, and released in April.

The electronic folk album of original 
songs written by Huss and Palmeri is 
meant to convey a great sense of hope, 
noted Huss, who lives and works as a 
musician in New York City. “We wanted 

to convey the feeling that life is all about 
setbacks and comebacks. And, at the 
risk of cliché, it’s a call for us all to rise 
above whatever we let get in the way.” 

North & West worked with Oscar-
winning engineer and producer Robert 
Smith on the album and several Wheaton 
alums are featured. Tiffany Thompson 
Kostopoulos ’97 sang and Alexander 
Kostopoulos ’00 played saxophone on “Big 
World,” one of the tracks. Eric Gitelson 
’00 also helped with production.

—Adam Kilduff ’16 

“When All of Us Were Fine” is available on 
iTunes, Spotify, Pandora, Google Play and at 
Amazon.com.
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Memories 
of Ruth Ann 
Stewart ’63

By Lisa Webb ’83
I don’t remember the exact day I met 
Trustee Emerita Ruth Ann Stewart ’63 
at Wheaton, but I do remember how I 
felt after meeting her—deeply cared for, 
grateful and proud to be at Wheaton. 
That moment changed my life.

In 1979 during my freshman year, 
while Ruth Ann was on a trustee visit, she 
met with some of the African American 
students on campus. There were 38 of 
us there at the time and Wheaton was 
not what it is now. The thought of there 
ever being an African American presi-
dent of the college was something we 
could never even imagine back then.

Ruth Ann listened to our concerns. 
I was struck by her confidence, poise, 
genuine concern for us and her no-
nonsense approach. She understood what 
we were saying, and while she showed 
us compassion, she also challenged us 
to stay focused on why we were there. 
I was lucky enough to receive this 
lesson from her time and time again 
during my four years at Wheaton.

Ruth Ann and I connected that day. 
She came into my life when I really 
needed someone to believe in me.

During January break of my sophomore 
year, she invited me to do an internship 
with her at the New York Public Library, 
where she was assistant director of publica-
tions, and to stay with her in her home.

   She had an amazing job and I could 
not have been more thrilled with the op-
portunity. Life in the fast lane with Ruth 

Ann was amazing but exhausting. Each day 
we would be in and out of cabs running 
from one meeting to the next. One day 
we would be at the Schomburg Center for 
Research in Black Culture in Harlem, the 
next meeting with a major book editor. By 
the end of our days together, I was so tired 
I could barely lift my head for dinner.

She was a bundle of energy. I won-
dered if I had what it would take to have 
the amazing career she had. She told me 
she believed I did. (Ruth Ann’s career 
included being associate director of the 
Schomburg Center, assistant librarian 
for national programs at the Library of 
Congress, and a senior policy analyst in 
arts, humanities and social legislation at 
the Congressional Research Service. She 
was recognized as a pioneer in the field of 
public arts policy, and most recently was a 
research professor at the Center for Urban 
Policy Research at Rutgers University.)

Knowing Ruth Ann, my mentor and friend, 
gave me the strength to pursue my dreams 
of becoming a lifelong educator who gives 
back. I admired her so much, not only for 
what she achieved but also for what she so 
graciously gave to others. When I was at 

Wheaton, I could call her anytime and she 
would listen and give me the best advice.

On the Friday before Mother’s Day 
this year, I heard Ruth Ann was very ill. I 
immediately sent her a card with a note 
telling her how much she has meant to 
me. I wish I had done so sooner. Sadly, she 
died on May 30 after a battle with cancer.

I know that I would not have a career in 
educational administration were it not for 
the love, encouragement and support of 
Ruth Ann. She held me up to the light. In 
doing so she has enabled me to shine the 
light on so many of the students I have 
worked with over the years who, like me, 
need to see their beauty in all of its glory. Q

Lisa Webb ’83, who 
majored in sociol-
ogy at Wheaton, has 
a master’s degree 
in education from 
Harvard University 
and a doctorate in 
education from the 
University of San 
Francisco. She is the 
Berkeley site director 
for the Level Playing Field Institute, a nonprofit 
organization in Oakland, Calif.

“I’ve learned that people will 

forget what you said, people 

will forget what you did, but 

people will never forget how 

you made them feel.”

Maya Angelou
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Learn how you can give for the future right 
now. Contact the Office of Gift Planning at 508-
286-3459 or online at wheatoncollege.edu/gift-

Your gift. Your way.

My gift. 
My way.

Pamela Harris Johnston ’65
Osher Lifelong Learning Institute president and member of the 
Libraries Advancement Council at the University of Oregon 

Married to Roy Johnston, mother of four, grandmother of four

“In advance of my 50th class Reunion, which will be in May, I fulfilled 
a dream to endow a named scholarship at Wheaton in honor of my 
parents, John and Elizabeth Harris. Although fully funding a scholarship 
is beyond my reach currently, I realized I could make a bequest with a 
gift through estate planning. Like my parents, I believe that an excellent 
liberal arts education helps one to live life abundantly and make a 
difference in the world. As an educator and advancement officer at both 
private and public universities, I am delighted to see how Wheaton has 
evolved and continues to thrive. The college offers many opportunities 
to a broad spectrum of students for scholastic and experiential learning, 
research, independent study, service, study abroad, and on-campus 
activities. The experience of a strong liberal arts education is why I have 
stayed involved with Wheaton over the years through area alumnae/i 
groups, leadership weekends, campaigns and Reunions. My goal is to 
give future students the benefit of a Wheaton education, and to establish 
a legacy of giving for my own children and grandchildren.”
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http://wheatoncollege.edu/gift-planning
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Make a difference today.
Call 800-896-3145 (option 2) or visit 
wheatoncollege.edu/giving

Wheaton College, 26 E. Main Street, Norton, MA 02766 www.wheatoncollege.edu

Let’s create the 
best future.
Elena Wong ’07 

Sally Willis Bancroft ’66
Wheaton Fund national co-chairs

Sally knows opportunity opens doors:
“Wheaton is forever with me. I continue to 
benefit from the personalized education I 
received and the opportunities I experienced, 
which led to my career in nonprofit 
management and still influence my 
community service work today. I support the 
Wheaton Fund as national co-chair to ensure 
that our students have the help they need to 
design their own bright futures.”
Elena values teamwork:
“Working in the field of college admissions 

in California, I know firsthand the 
importance of not only helping 

students get into college but 
also supporting them during 

their four-year journey. The 
Wheaton Fund impacts 
every aspect of campus 
life—from classrooms to 
athletic fields. I support the 
Wheaton Fund as national 
co-chair so that we all can give 
our students the foundation they 
need for a great future.”
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